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Abstract
Interpreting flush-mounted Langmuir probes at small angles of magnetic field incidence –
routinely found in tokamak plasma facing components (PFCs) by design – is notoriously
problematic due to the difficulty of accounting properly for sheath expansion. The Mega
Amp Spherical Tokamak Upgrade (MAST-U) has 850 probes installed with a novel probe
tip designed to mitigate the effects of sheath expansion. This angled-tip design has been
investigated through experimental and computational means, to both verify that the design
works as intended and to provide insight on how best to interpret the IV characteristics in
preparation for the upcoming MAST-U physics campaign.
A rederivation of Bergmann and Murphy-Sugrue’s sheath expansion model, and asso-
ciated parameter, is presented for the novel geometry of the MAST-U angled-tip probe.
Two alternate formulations are presented with different approximations of the sheath shape
around the probe. This model was verified with 2D3V particle-in-cell simulations, using the
code SPICE, of the plasma around a flush-mounted probe tip and an angled-tip probe with
MAST-U-like physical proportions. The rotated-rectangular model was found to describe
the sheath expansion well for both probes, with new values found for the sheath expansion
parameter coefficients for the angled-tip case. An investigation of the effect of wall potential
on probe measurements is also presented. Additional current was collected for Vw < Vfl
due to the reduced wall-sheath height, which must be accounted for to ensure accurate
density measurements with probes in this scenario. A method to correct for this additional
current is presented.
A 4-probe array of MAST-U-like angled-tip probes was also taken to the linear plasma
device Magnum-PSI at the Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research (DIFFER).
Parameter scans were made on a range of plasmas in conditions comparable to those expected
in MAST-U. Plasma parameters were extracted from the measured IV characteristics – using
a novel fitting approach that minimised a goodness-of-fit parameter (TeδTe) – and compared
to Magnum-PSI Thomson scattering measurements. The measured plasma parameters show
that the MAST-U angled-tip design seems to successfully mitigate the effects of sheath
expansion at low angles of magnetic field incidence. The standard MAST-U Langmuir
probe also shows an apparent upper operational limit of θ = 8◦. This covers the vast
majority of expected plasma configurations in MAST-U when running both conventional
and Super-X configurations.
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1.1 Global Energy Demand
The 20th and 21st centuries have seen an enormous increasing trend in the consumption
of energy across the vast majority of human societies. This trend is projected to continue
well into this century as nations in Africa and Asia continue to develop industrially and
grow their populations, resulting in a growth of world energy consumption by 1.3% per
year until 2040[1]. This growth has historically been powered through the carbon-intensive
combustion of fossil fuels, of which the advantages are numerous: low cost, highly energy
dense and abundance of fuel supply. However, the need to reduce CO2 emissions to limit
the effects of human induced climate change is now more clear than ever[2], with most
nations now legally committed to keeping average global temperature rise below 2.0◦C
compared to pre-industrial levels[3].
Nuclear fusion is a long-term solution to fulfilling these energy needs without emitting
CO2. It will likely be advantageous over nuclear fission – its main competitor amongst
firm (i.e. non-intermittent), low carbon sources – through inherent safety from meltdown
and non-proliferation of weapons-grade nuclear materials (the specifics of this are nuanced
however, and discussed in more detail in Appendix A). It is therefore important to solve
the outstanding problems in fusion research and bring this technology to fruition.
1.2 Fusion
Fusion is a reaction between two nuclei that occurs when a collision of sufficient energy,
overcoming the coulomb repulsion between like charges, allows the strong nuclear force to
combine the nuclei together into a new, energetically favourable nuclear configuration. If
the binding energy of the new nucleus is smaller than the incoming nuclei, as is the case for
most elements less massive than iron, then the reaction releases this excess energy through
its products.
1.2.1 Candidate Reactions
The main candidate reactants for controlled fusion are deuterium and tritium (DT), two
isotopes of hydrogen with one and two extra neutrons respectively. The equation for this




1H → 42He+ 10n+ 17.59MeV (1.1)





2He are deuterium, tritium and helium respectively. This reaction is
chosen because, when compared to other viable fusion reactions (e.g. deuterium-deuterium,
proton-boron, deuterium-helium3, proton-lithium6 etc.), its cross-section peak is both an
order of magnitude higher than other candidate reactions, and is at the lowest energy
(100keV – see fig. 1.1). These fuels are also convenient in terms of their abundance.
Deuterium is highly abundant in seawater as it comprises approximately 0.017% of the
hydrogen in all water molecules. Tritium is not naturally abundant on earth due to its









3Li→ 31H + 42He+ 4.8MeV
(1.2)
The idea is that lithium is placed surrounding a DT fusion reaction and the neutrons
produced via eq. (1.1) are used to produce the tritium required for further fusion reactions.
As lithium is abundant in the Earth’s crust this therefore gives fusion a supply of fuel
which even pessimistically would last centuries – providing no other material constraints
are imposed by other parts of the reactor[4]. This of course relies on an initial starter
supply of tritium, which is present in the ∼10kg civilian supply generated from Canada
Deuterium Uranium (CANDU) fission reactors. Due to the aforementioned half-life, this
available tritium inventory will shrink every year that fusion is delayed, underscoring the
need to develop this technology as soon as possible.
As the reserves of tritium are so limited, it is rarely used in experiments unless absolutely
necessary. The vast majority of fusion devices therefore utilise a purely deuterium fuel








1H → 42He+ 10n+ 3.27MeV
(1.3)
which occur with equal probability. The tritium produced by eq. (1.3) is burned up almost
immediately, through eq. (1.1), due to its much larger cross section (see fig. 1.1).
1.2.2 Criteria for Energy Gain
We can produce collisions of the peak cross-section energy for the DT reaction by heating a
gas to a temperature where a significant portion of the particles have the requisite energy
4 Jack Leland
Figure 1.1: Graph showing the cross sections, in Barns, for a variety of candidate fusion
reactions.
to fuse. This corresponds to a temperature on the order of 15keV (108K), at which any gas
will be energetic enough to ionise and become a plasma – a state of matter consisting of
freely moving electrons and ions. Therefore net energy can be achieved by confining a DT
plasma at this high temperature and for a sufficiently long time.
This statement can be expressed mathematically by the Lawson criterion[5], which is
the requirement for igniting a fusion plasma, i.e. heating via the released fusion products is
greater than the external sources of heating. This was later extended to the triple product
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where n and T are the density and temperature of the plasma, τE is the confinement
time (a measure of the rate at which a system loses energy to its environment), kB is the
Boltzmann constant, Ech the energy of charged fusion products, and 〈σv〉 is the average
over the Maxwellian velocity distribution v with temperature T and cross section σ. The
left-hand side (LHS) is the triple product and the right-hand side (RHS) gives a minimum
value for this triple product in order to achieve ‘break-even’ – power being released by the
fusion reactions is equal to the required heating power. This is known as the Q value and
needs to be greater than 1 for net energy to be produced.
1.3 Plasma Confinement
There are two principal methods of producing the necessary temperatures and densities
required to satisfy the Lawson criterion in a terrestrial fusion device: magnetic confinement
fusion (MCF) and inertial confinement fusion (ICF). In short, MCF utilises magnetic fields
to confine plasmas such that fusion can occur, and ICF does so through compression of a
DT pellet to extreme, but transient, temperatures and densities. This body of work will be
focused on MCF.
1.3.1 Single Particle Motion
It would be prudent to first examine how a plasma interacts with a magnetic field. The
individual constituents of a plasma are freely moving charged particles, so their movements




= qi(E + vi×B) (1.5)
for a particle of mass mi with charge qi moving at a velocity vi.
In the case of a single charged particle in a magnetic field, with no external electric
field, this results in a gyration about the magnetic field. The frequency of this gyration is






Figure 1.2: Diagram showing the drift of ions and electrons in an electromagnetic field.
The ions and electrons gyrate in different directions because of their opposite charge and
have different radii due to their differing masses[6].








These are both mass dependent, so electrons in a plasma will have smaller Larmor radii
than ions and will gyrate more quickly. The direction of motion is also charge dependent,
with the magnetic field generated by the particle being opposite to the external field. This
motion is entirely within the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, so the particle will
generally travel in a helical trajectory along a field line, assuming there is some parallel
component of velocity v‖. The particles are said to gyrate about a guiding centre.
The situation changes somewhat if we introduce an electric field. If we choose the electric
field to lie perpendicular to the magnetic field, there is still circular Larmor motion as before,
but with an additional velocity added to the guiding centre in the direction perpendicular
to both E and B. This is known as an E × B drift, and is caused by the particle being
accelerated and decelerated on alternate sides of its Larmor orbit. This concept can also be
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extended to other forces which would cause a similar, periodic contraction and expansion
of the Larmor orbit, such as a gradient in the magnetic field (∇B drift), a centrifugal force
acting on a particle moving along a curved field line (curvature drift), or due to a time
varying electric field (polarisation drift).
1.3.2 Tokamaks
Given that ions and electrons in a plasma are confined to magnetic fields, the first thought
for a magnetic confinement device might be to simply arrange a magnetic field into a torus
(a toroidal field) and therefore force the particles to gyrate around the field lines forever.
This simple solution does not work however, as the curved nature of the field invariably
leads to a radial gradient in the magnetic field, and so a ∇B drift, as well as a curvature
drift through the centrifugal force. These drifts act on the ions and electrons in opposite
directions – up and down – so a charge separation is created, leading to an electric field,
and thus an E ×B drift out of the plasma.
A combination of a toroidal (Bt) and a poloidal (Bp) magnetic field (see fig. 1.3a)
mitigates this problem however, as the resultant helical field means the gyrating particles
experience a periodically changing∇B drift over the course of their orbit. The drift direction
is therefore also periodically changing and results in no net drift occurring, maintaining
confinement. To generate these magnetic fields there are several approaches, but the most
advanced, and most relevant to this body of work, is a configuration known as a tokamak[7].
This uses electromagnetic coils to produce the toroidal field and a central solenoid to induce
a current density in the plasma and generate the poloidal field [8]. This induction of the
plasma current (Ip) is however dependent on a time-varying change of current in the central
solenoid and therefore limits the tokamak to short pulses of operation. Alternative current
drive methods are being explored to allow for steady state operation [9]. Additional poloidal
field coils are used to shape and control the plasma, though conventionally the solenoid
provides the majority of the confining poloidal field.
The induced plasma current also serves to Ohmicly heat the plasma in a tokamak through
resistivity. Currently plasma currents of a few MA can be created using this method, but
as resistivity (ν) decreases with increasing temperature (ν ∝ T−
2
3
e ) the amount of heating
this can provide is both limited and insufficient to reach the temperatures necessary to
assuage the Lawson criterion. Other methods of heating are therefore needed to attain
higher temperatures, including the use of beams of neutral particles and electromagnetic
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: (a) A diagram of the magnetic field configuration needed for confinement in a
tokamak (b) A diagram of the regions within a tokamak plasma, including the SOL and
the divertor.
waves.
A variation on this design is the spherical tokamak, a tokamak with a smaller ratio
between the major radius R and the minor radius a. This makes the torus into a “cored
apple” shape (spherical with a central cylinder removed) and allows for a higher ratio
of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure (β), meaning that for the same magnetic field
strength better confinement can be achieved. The original Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak
(MAST)[10], and its subsequent upgrade MAST-U, are examples of such devices.
1.3.3 Limiters and Divertors
Particles in a tokamak move along field lines, but can still diffuse across field lines and
will therefore eventually move outwards and hit the vessel wall. Any plasma in contact
with a surface will cause it to sputter, sending impurities into the plasma and degrading
performance through radiative loss of energy. Additionally, high heat fluxes can cause
damage to plasma facing components (PFCs) through erosion, requiring more frequent
replacement and raising the cost of an eventual commercial reactor. To mitigate these
effects MCF devices must limit plasma contact with the PFCs.
The simplest method of separating the plasma from the vessel wall is by inserting a
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solid piece of material into the plasma to break field lines. This solid piece of material is
called a limiter, and can be inserted either polloidally or toroidally. Any field line which
ends at this limiter surface is deemed ‘open’ and any field line which does not is ‘closed’,
and the outermost flux surface with closed field lines is termed the Last Closed Flux Surface
(LCFS). As particles move much more quickly along magnetic field lines than across them,
a thin, fast-flowing layer of plasma outside the LCFS called the scrape-off layer (SOL) is
also formed. An advantage of this is that the helium ‘ash’ produced by the fusion reactions
in the core, which is detrimental to performance, is removed quickly by the SOL once it
crosses the LCFS.
The width of the scrape off layer is largely determined by how quickly particles diffuse






where D⊥ is the radial diffusion coefficient (units of m
2s−1), L‖ is the connection length
(half the total length of the SOL from limiter surface to limiter surface along a field line).
cs is the sound speed in the plasma, which will be described in chapter 2. The SOL width is
typically on the order of ∼ 1 cm, and therefore shows us the disadvantage of using a limiter:
the high heat loads of the plasma are concentrated into a small region of the limiter by
the SOL, causing sputtering. Given the close proximity of the limiter to the core plasma,
the probability of these sputtered impurities diffusing back into the core and degrading
performance is high.
A divertor can alternatively be used, which separates the target from the core by creating
a poloidal current in the same direction as the plasma current above and/or below the core
plasma, forming a magnetic null (X-point) between the two regions. The LCFS will pass
through this X-point and is sometimes termed the separatrix, outside of which the open
field lines end on a target surface and the SOL is formed. The points on the divertor plates
where the open field lines connect to the X-point are called the strike points (see fig. 1.3b).
This configuration is advantageous as it physically separates the material surfaces from
the core plasma and therefore lowers the probability of impurity diffusion into the core. It
also increases the field line connection length, meaning that particles flowing in the SOL
travel further, radiatively losing energy as they do so and therefore lowering the heat flux
to the divertor target plate. A further benefit of the divertor configuration is that it allows
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access to the high confinement mode (H-mode) of tokamak operation, whereby the core
plasma density and temperature increases due to increased confinement time.
1.4 The Heat Exhaust Problem
Divertors have been used for decades with great success, allowing for more stable plasmas
to be created. However, large toroidal fusion devices, such as the upcoming International
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) project in France[11], will have very high
heat fluxes to their divertor target plates because of the high core temperature required.
Dealing with and mitigating these heat fluxes is one of the key challenges currently standing
in the way of commercial fusion power for toroidal devices[12] and is known as the Heat
Exhaust Problem.
This problem is being addressed by two general methods: materials science, to find
composites, ceramics or alloys that can withstand the high heat fluxes; and plasma physics,
to lower the heat and particle loads delivered by the SOL to the material surfaces. This
thesis is focused on the latter of these approaches.
1.4.1 MAST-U
A proposed mitigation for the heat exhaust problem is the use of divertor configurations that
allow for reduced heat flux to plasma facing components. Mega Amp Spherical Tokamak
Upgrade (MAST-U)[13] at CCFE has been designed as an experiment to test several aspects
of advanced divertor physics, namely the use of a closed divertor with Super-X capability
[14].
The Super-X configuration reduces heat flux by extending the plasma out radially (see
fig. 1.4). This increases the size of the strike point, which scales with R for a given SOL
width, so the same power is spread over a wider area. Radial extension also increases the
length of the field lines connecting the divertor plates (L‖) and therefore increases the flight
time of particles in the divertor, allowing them to lose energy over a longer period of time.
But the key purpose behind this closed divertor is to facilitate detachment.
1.4.2 Detachment
Detachment is a plasma regime in which neutral gas is used as a buffer in front of the
divertor target plate[16]. The power coming from the SOL, instead of being localised around
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the magnetic flux of the SOL in Super-X configuration on MAST-U.
the strike point, is transferred to this neutral gas through collisions and then radiated
across the whole divertor (see fig. 1.5). This can effectively mitigate the high incoming
heat flux if the neutral pressure is able to be pushed high enough. This must be balanced
however, as a high neutral pressure in the core results in lower confinement and harder
access to high confinement modes of operation (H-mode). These neutrals must therefore be
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Figure 1.5: Diagram showing the reduction in peak heat flux to a divertor tile in an
attached case (left) and a detached case (right)[15].
prevented from accessing the core. The MAST-U divertor has been built with a ‘closed’
design, meaning that it is separated from the main chamber by a baffle. This should allow
for finer control of neutral pressure and for the feasibility of detachment, in tandem with
flux expansion, to be experimentally explored and for detailed simulations of the divertor[17]
to be verified.
1.4.3 Edge Diagnostics
As the physics in the divertor is crucial to ensuring good exhaust control, it is necessary to
understand, with great detail, what goes on in the MAST-U divertor. This is done through
the use of different diagnostic techniques which can extract information about certain local
and global parameters from the plasma. Particularly of interest to edge plasma physicists
are the density and temperature of the plasma, as these tell you how much heat flux is
being deposited into the exhaust region of the device. It is therefore of great importance to
measure these parameters accurately throughout the divertor.
One of the key diagnostics for measuring these parameters is Thomson scattering (TS),
which is a method of obtaining the radial profile of electron temperature in a tokamak,
generally (but not always) through the core. It is performed by passing a high power laser
through the plasma, which will be scattered off of the electrons. The oscillating electric
field of the laser causes the electrons to emit dipole radiation, which will appear in the
spectra of collected scattered light as a broadened spectral line around the original laser
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frequency. The width of this broadening is related to the thermal motion of the electrons,
and can therefore be utilised to infer electron temperature (Te). Similarly, the amplitude of
the spectral line is related to how many electrons were interacted with, and ne can therefore
be calculated through the area under the curve. MAST-U has two TS systems that take
profiles of density and temperature across the core and divertor plasmas respectively[18].
However these measurements are spatially restricted, especially in the case of the divertor
TS system on MAST-U, which necessitates the use of other diagnostics to get a more
holistic impression of the plasma conditions.
1.4.4 Langmuir Probes
Another ubiquitous diagnostic in fusion devices, and one of the key diagnostics in MAST-
U, is the Langmuir probe. First devised at the beginning of the 20th century by Irving
Langmuir[19], Langmuir probes have been used widely ever since due to their relative
simplicity of operation. In its simplest form, a Langmuir probe is a small electrode inserted
into a plasma and biased to a range of voltages – usually in the form of a continuous voltage
sweep. The voltage bias on the probe only allows particles of requisite energy to reach
the probe and be collected as current. The measured current-voltage (IV) characteristic
is therefore analogous to an energy distribution and can thus be interpreted to yield the
temperature of the plasma. The plasma potential and floating potential can also be extracted
from an IV characteristic. Additionally, at sufficiently negative or positive voltages the
current collected by the probe consists solely of ions or electrons respectively. If the area
through which this saturation current (Isat) is being collected is known then the definition
of current can be used to calculate the density of the plasma. The saturation current is
also related to the saturation current density (Jsat) which gives a measure of particle flux
to the wall.
Probes are restricted to taking purely local measurements of the plasma directly in front
of the probe tip, and so many must be used in tandem to more extensively characterise the
plasma. Fortunately they are relatively cheap and easy to implement – all that is required
is a power supply and access to the plasma facing components – and so are widely used in
plasma physics research and in fusion devices. However, they are an example of the ‘first
law of plasma diagnostics’[20] whereby a diagnostic’s ease of implementation is inversely
proportional to its ease of interpretation. IV characteristics, especially in tokamaks due to
the need to flush-mount probes to reduce heat flux, can be notoriously difficult to interpret
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correctly and gain accurate measurements of the plasma. The reasons for this are complex,
and will be discussed further in chapter 2, but it should suffice to say here that using them
in an environment with a strong magnetic field, such as a tokamak, and where this field is
at grazing incidence with the probe, such as in the divertor, introduces subtle changes to
how the Langmuir probes collect current. This must be properly understood and accounted
for if Langmuir probes are to be utilised to their full extent within fusion devices.
1.4.5 MAST-U Langmuir Probes
MAST-U has an extensive suite of Langmuir probes installed, with 850 individual probes
arrayed throughout the divertor and PFCs[18]. Of these, 640 can be used simultaneously
via sixteenfold multiplexing – i.e. probes are grouped into arrays of 16 and the bias sweep
applied to one probe at a time. All probes are partially recessed into the PFCs – to reduce
heat flux and therefore reduce sputtering and erosion – and have a special angled-tip design
to assist in mitigating the effects of small angles of magnetic field incidence. This design is
described in detail in chapter 4.
These probes can be operated in standard swept mode – with the bias voltage able to
be varied continuously – or in Jsat mode – whereby the probe is held to a fixed, negative
bias and collects the saturation current. The former can be used to measure temperature
and density profiles of the edge plasma in the divertor with spatial resolutions of 10mm[21].
These measurements allow the strike points to be located and heat fluxes to be determined.
The latter can be used to take higher frequency measurements of density[22] (up to 1 MHz).
On MAST-U, Jsat will primarily be used to study detachment.
1.5 Thesis Motivation
The probe system for MAST-U is vitally important for two key reasons: understanding
whether the Super-X divertor is operating correctly, and detecting the onset of detachment.
Both of these functions require the probes to be functioning optimally, so it is therefore of
great importance to the MAST-U mission, and towards solving the heat exhaust problem,
that they are doing so.
This body of work therefore seeks to characterise the performance of the novel Langmuir
probe tip design employed in MAST-U, and thereby improve the measurements taken
in the MAST-U physics campaign. This will be done in two ways: experimentally and
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computationally.
1.5.1 Experiment at Magnum-PSI
The experimental approach to this was conducted with a set of measurements on the
Magnum-PSI linear device at the Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research (DIF-
FER). A linear device is a plasma device whereby the magnetic field is generated by a set of
linearly aligned solenoids. The plasma in such a device is not confined and therefore flows
directly from a source at one end to a target at the other end, acting much like plasma in
the SOL emerging from the core. Linear devices are thus invaluable to researchers as test
beds for both divertor physics and diagnostics.
Magnum-PSI was specifically designed to recreate the conditions of the ITER divertor,
and has been successfully used to test various designs for the divertor target plates[23].
The target is also able to be manipulated through the use of a target manipulator arm,
and so targets can be rotated to the grazing angles of magnetic field incidence present in
the divertor. This device therefore offers an opportunity to test the MAST-U probes in a
MAST-U-like environment, but with much greater control over magnetic field incidence
and local plasma parameters.
1.5.2 Particle-in-cell Simulations
The computational approach to this was conducted using the particle-in-cell (PIC) method
of plasma simulation. As Langmuir probes are reliant on the precise kinetics of the plasma
constituents around the probe tip, simulations must be done with a fully kinetic code. This
means that very few assumptions can be made to simplify the mathematics of the plasma
and make the problem more computationally tractable. Unfortunately simulating the exact
position and velocity of every particle within a plasma would be far too computationally
complex to attempt, even with modern supercomputers. Fortunately, the PIC method of
plasma simulation allows us to model the plasma kinetically, preserving most of the relevant
physics, while also allowing us to run the simulations in a reasonable time by collecting
the motions of groups of particles together into superparticles. These are limited to small
regions of plasma to remain tractable, but fortunately the volume of plasma required to be
modelled around the probe tip falls within this range. The specifics of this method will be
discussed in chapter 3.
PIC simulations of probes have historically been used to great effect to improve upon
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the understanding of how Langmuir probes operate within tokamak plasmas[24]. PIC
simulations allow the opportunity to control the input temperature, density and magnetic
field of the plasma around the probe and can therefore be used to judge how accurate a probe
measurement would be through interpretation of the extracted, synthetic IV characteristic.
They can also be used to precisely track the movements of individual particles which would
be otherwise impossible in a laboratory setting.
The code used in the computational elements of this thesis is the Sheath Particle-in-cell
(SPICE) simulation code, developed jointly by the Institute for Plasma Phyics (IPP) in
Prague and Alternative Energies and Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)[25]. The 2D and
3D versions of this code family were specifically designed to simulate the physics of plasma
surface interactions, and so are uniquely suited among publicly available PIC codes to
simulate the plasma around a Langmuir probe.
1.5.3 Outline
In this chapter we have outlined fusion energy: its place in the energy market, its key
features, one of the major challenges to its realisation, and how that is being addressed.
We have also discussed the importance of Langmuir probes, and in chapter 2 we will
examine this diagnostic more closely. This will involve defining key plasma concepts, such
as the Debye sheath, how these change in the presence of a magnetic field, and reviewing
the literature on interpreting Langmuir probes in tokamaks. Chapter 3 describes the
Particle-in-cell methodology of plasma simulation, and describes SPICE – the simulation
code used to run simulations in other chapters of the thesis. Chapter 4 outlines the specifics
of the MAST-U probe tip design and reviews the setup for the experiment performed on
the linear device Magnum-PSI at DIFFER in the Netherlands. The novel approach taken
to interpreting the IV characteristics measured there is also discussed. The results from
2D simulations of the MAST-U probe tip are presented in chapter 5, in addition to an
expansion to the current probe theory incorporating a shadowed leading edge and an angled
surface. Chapter 6 discusses the results from the angular dependence experiment conducted
on Magnum-PSI in MAST-U like plasma conditions. The performance of the probe in
a range of plasma conditions is also presented. Finally, this work is summarised and its
conclusions discussed in chapter 7, alongside suggestions for further work to be done in this
field.
Chapter 2





Langmuir probes have been used to diagnose plasmas for over a century. Being easy to
implement and cheap, they have become the go-to plasma diagnostic for both tabletop
laboratory and large collaborative plasma devices since their invention by Langmuir and
Mott-Smith [26, 27] in the early 20th century. They provide local measurements of the
plasma parameters directly around the probe, and so can be arrayed to easily gain profiles
of temperature and density. The relative simplicity of the electronics involved means there
is also scope to measure these profiles at high repetition rates; recently Langmuir probes
have been designed that can measure once per µs[28, 29].
Unfortunately their use, especially in strong magnetic fields, is marred by difficulties in
interpretation. Theories have improved over recent years, but there still remain unresolved
issues related to parameter over- and under-estimation. Moreover, given that they require
direct contact with the plasma to function, their deployment is limited to conditions in
which they can survive. The harsh, strongly magnetised environment of a tokamak is
therefore particularly challenging, spelling difficulties for their accurate usage. Nevertheless
they are still widely used[18, 30–32], so efforts to improve understanding of their operation
and the measurements they make are extremely helpful to both fusion researchers and
indeed the greater plasma physics community.
2.2 The Sheath and Pre-Sheath
Given that Langmuir probes require putting a surface in contact with the plasma, un-
derstanding of their measurements can only be gained through understanding of the
plasma-surface interface. Thus the sheath – the layer of space charge which forms on the
surface of any material in contact with a plasma – is of the utmost importance, especially
in the context of Langmuir probes, which manipulate it to reveal information about the
plasma.
2.2.1 Debye Shielding
Consider a 1D plasma made of singly charged ions and electrons with Maxwellian velocity
distributions. The density of electrons and ions is equal (ne = ni), so there is no net charge.
In the absence of an external magnetic field, the behaviour of the plasma is dominated
by the electric fields associated with the particles. This can be described by the electric
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potential and therefore by Poisson’s equation[33]




(ni − ne) (2.1)





(ni − ne) (2.2)
where φ is the electrostatic potential.
If a charge is introduced into this plasma, the plasma will rearrange itself so as to shield
the bulk plasma from the generated electric field of this perturbing charge. This can be seen
if we examine the densities of the electrons and ions in the plasma through eq. (2.2). The
ions are much more massive and therefore less mobile than the electrons. We can therefore
assume that the ions are immobile and that the electrons adopt a thermal equilibrium
distribution, whereby the density is described by the Boltzmann factor






where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, Te is the electron temperature, and n0 is the density in












If we assume that eφ kBTe, which corresponds to the region where the potential energy
of the perturbing charge is much less than the thermal energy of the electrons, we can










which is a second-order differential equation with the solution













The potential therefore decays exponentially with increasing distance from the perturbing
charge with characteristic length λD. φ0 in this case corresponds to the potential in the
bulk plasma. The potential well is called the sheath, and forms in the presence of any
unscreened charge in the plasma.
From this definition arises ‘quasineutrality’, whereby the plasma will inherently screen
out any large electric potentials or fields. This means that over scales of plasma size L much
larger than λD, the ne and ni are approximately equal (to within 10
6[6]), but not completely
equivalent so as to prevent any electromagnetic forces from arising. This is notably only
true in the plasma bulk, the consequences of which will be discussed in section 2.2.2.
It was assumed in this derivation that the ions were ‘cold’ and so couldn’t contribute to
the potential screening. A suitable re-expression for eq. (2.7) can be found if we assume the
ions have a finite temperature and therefore follow a similar thermal equilibrium distribution
to eq. (2.3), i.e.






where ni and Ti are the ion density and temperature respectively, and n0 is the bulk plasma










A further consequence of the higher mobility of the electrons compared to the ions in a
plasma is the creation of what is known as a Debye sheath (DS) in front of the vessel walls
i.e. the divertor target plates in a tokamak.
We now consider the case of a plasma in contact with a wall. As electrons are less
massive than ions by several orders of magnitude, their thermal velocity is much larger and
therefore more electrons than ions will diffuse into the neutrally charged wall, negatively
charging it. This quickly creates a potential well in front of the wall which both reflects
incoming electrons away and accelerates ions toward the wall. As more ions impinge on the
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wall it becomes less positively charged and the well shrinks. The height of this potential
well therefore spontaneously evolves until the flux of ions and non-reflected electrons to the
wall is equal. The potential that the wall relaxes to in order to balance the flux of ions and
electrons is called the floating potential (φfl). The distance this sheath encroaches into the
plasma is limited to the order of a few Debye lengths by Debye shielding.
In order for this flux-balancing space charge to exist the ion density must be greater
than the electron density in the sheath. This in turn requires that the ions enter the sheath
at, or above, the sound speed cs, a condition known as the Bohm criterion[34]. It also
implies the existence of a second layer of sheath, the pre-sheath, containing a finite electric
field which accelerates ions so they cross the sheath boundary with the requisite velocity.
The characteristic length of the pre-sheath is highly dependent on conditions of the plasma,
but is generally on the order of many Debye lengths i.e. much longer than the Debye
sheath[35].
A simple derivation of this condition can be obtained through examining a 1D plasma
with cold ions (Ti = 0) in contact with a wall. To do this we must look at the quantities
at the sheath edge; the densities of ions and electrons are equal up to the sheath edge
(ne = ni = nse) and we set the potential in the bulk plasma φ0 = 0 so as to find the potential
drop at the sheath edge φse. The electrons are considered again to have a Maxwellian
distribution in the sheath and so their density can be described by a Boltzmann relation






From here we consider the ions to originate from the bulk plasma with Ti = 0 and be
accelerated uniformly by the pre-sheath potential drop. Considering energy and particle












se = −eφse (2.11)
Particle conservation nivi = nsevse = constant (2.12)
where vi and vse are the velocities of an ion at potentials φ and φse respectively. We can












ne = ni ne = ni = n0
φ = φ0
φw
Figure 2.1: Plots showing the 1D variation of potential (bottom) and density (top) in the
sheath and pre-sheath. Far from the wall the plasma is quasineutral, but a finite electric
field is set up in the pre-sheath to accelerate ions toward the wall. At the sheath edge,
where φ is set arbitrarily to 0 as a reference, quasineutrality breaks down.








Thus we now have expressions for ni and ne which we can use with Poisson’s equation
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This describes the potential φ from the start of the pre-sheath up to the wall. To solve this
for φse we can examine just the sheath region and define a new variable ϕ such that
ϕ = φse − φ. (2.15)
As this is always positive we can now approximate the value of eq. (2.14) at the sheath
edge by approximating the inner terms using a Taylor series, substituting eq. (2.15) and
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Now we have a second-order differential equation of the form x′′ = ax, which only has
non-oscillatory solutions for a > 0. Assuming that an oscillating sheath would be unphysical,






which we can re-express using the conservation of energy (eq. (2.11)) to get
miv
2
se ≥ kBTe (2.20)
or





which is the Bohm criterion where cs is the sound speed of ions in the plasma. The physical
reasoning for the existence of this requirement is to guarantee the monotonically decreasing
potential profile in the sheath and therefore maintain electron reflection[36]. To reach this
speed the ions have to be accelerated, so this condition implies the existence of a finite
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electric field in the pre-sheath to provide this acceleration. We can estimate the potential











This criterion can also be derived, albeit in a more complicated fashion, for ions with a







where fi,se(v) is the 1D ion velocity distribution at the sheath edge. Various forms of this
distribution can be assumed; an assumption of a step-wise function results in a cs with a
similar form to the hot ion Debye length (eq. (2.9))[37]. It has been shown however that






where γ is the adiabatic constant and should be changed according to the type of flow in
the plasma. The best value for this is contentious[36, 38], with the value at the sheath edge
best set between 2-3.
2.3 Langmuir Probes
The concept behind the Langmuir probe is elegant in its simplicity; a conductor is inserted
into the plasma and a range of bias voltages Vp applied to it. These bias voltages will
necessarily change the size and nature of the sheath, allowing different fluxes of particles to
reach the conductor and be measured as a current Itot. This current-voltage characteristic
(IV) curve is then interpreted to reveal information about the plasma.
2.3.1 Particle Fluxes to a Biased Surface
The derivation of the Bohm criterion in section 2.2.2 assumed that the surface in contact
with the plasma was floating, i.e. the wall was isolated and therefore the electron and ion
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fluxes to the wall evolved to balance each other. As a probe functions by varying bias
potential, different behaviour will arise depending on the size of Vp to the plasma potential
Φ. From this section onwards, potentials associated with the probe potential bias will be
written as V instead of φ.
If we now consider the wall to be a probe biased to a sufficiently negative potential
compared to the plasma, the probe will reflect all but the tail of the Maxwellian electron
distribution function. This electron contribution can be neglected, leaving just the ion flux
to be collected as current. The ion particle flux density to the wall is given by the Bohm
criterion
Γi = nsecs (2.26)
from which we can, assuming singly charged ions, obtain current
Ii = Ii,sat = ensecsAprobe (2.27)
where we have introduced the probe collecting area Aprobe. As this expression is not
dependent on the voltage applied – the current collected is constant – it is referred to as
the ion saturation current.
We must treat the electrons differently however as the particle flux reaching the probe is
dependent on the probe bias. Assuming, as before, that the electrons follow a Maxwellian
distribution, their flux to the wall is the one-way random thermal flux. In general for a














We can substitute the density at the probe surface using a Boltzmann factor. This is
dependent on the potential, which we will set here as the probe bias potential relative to










As we bias the probe more positively towards the plasma potential, the sheath potential
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drop will decrease allowing a larger proportion of the electron population to reach the
probe without being reflected in the sheath. The contribution of the electrons to the probe
current can therefore no longer be ignored. This part of the IV characteristic is known as
the transition region, and is crucial for extracting thermal information about the plasma.












which shows us that the electron contribution will increase exponentially as Vp increases
towards Φ. The total current in the transition region is therefore given by











Biasing the probe further positively, past Vfl and up to the plasma potential Φ, the sheath
potential drop will disappear as there is no potential difference between the probe and the
plasma. As there is no sheath, the probe will collect the random thermal flux of both the
electrons and the ions. Increasing the bias any further will form a thin sheath of electrons
around the probe to screen out the positive charge. As such the ions will be reflected, and
biasing sufficiently positively will reflect all ions, leaving only the electron contribution to
be collected. This is generally taken to be current associated with the random thermal flux





This is, as before, not dependent on probe bias and so is known as the electron saturation
current. The potential at which this saturation current is reached can be used to infer Φ.













and see that Ie,sat is generally an order of magnitude larger than Ii,sat (assuming Te ≈ Ti).
For a hydrogen plasma in the cold ion approximation this reduces to ∼ 40.
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2.3.2 Interpreting the IV Characteristic
Once the probe bias has been swept and the current collected, the full IV characteristic
can be plot and interpreted (fig. 2.2). We can write an expression for Itot more simply by
considering the currents at the floating potential, i.e. when the flux of electrons and ions to
the wall is equal
Ii = Ie







We can use this to rewrite eq. (2.32) as

























Figure 2.2: A schematic diagram of a single Langmuir probe IV characteristic. The ion and
electron saturation currents (Ii,sat and Ie,sat) and the floating and plasma potentials (Vfl
and Φ) are indicated.
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This is the standard 3-parameter Langmuir probe equation, giving the current measured
on the probe in terms of the potential applied to it and allowing Te, Vfl and Ii,sat to be
measured. Note that this is only valid for the transition region and the ion saturation region.
The floating potential can be easily read from the x-intercept – where the current becomes
0. Ii,sat is also straight forward to read off the IV characteristic as the value the current
saturates to when Vp << Vfl (aptly named the ion saturation region). Te can be obtained
from the exponential portion of the characteristic i.e. the transition region, through the
rate of the exponential decay (or growth depending on current sign convention). In general
this is performed by subtracting Ii,sat from the whole curve (a mostly valid assumption up
to the plasma potential) and then fitting a straight line on a semi-log plot to the transition
region. The reciprocal of the gradient of this line is then kBTe/e. Φ can also be obtained
as the potential value at which the current begins to saturate in the electron saturation
region. This is usually read graphically from the curve (see fig. 2.2).
This process of parameter extraction can alternatively be done by using a non-linear
least squares fit to the whole IV curve (below the plasma potential) using eq. (2.37). This
was the method employed throughout this thesis.
Once the three parameters have been extracted from the IV characteristic, the plasma
density can be calculated from Ii,sat and Te. Both of eqs. (2.27) and (2.31) we have density
at the sheath edge, which we must relate to the plasma density in the bulk n0. A good
approximation of this can be gained by substituting our estimate of φse from section 2.2.2
into the Boltzmann relation eq. (2.3). This comes out as exp(1/2) ≈ 0.61, changing our
equation for ion saturation current to
Ii,sat = 0.61necseAprobe (2.38)
which can be rearranged for ne. The calculation of cs requires knowledge of Ti, which is
not obtainable from a standard Langmuir probe. As such the value of Ti is often assumed.
In divertor plasmas Ti = Te is usually a good assumption, as was shown to be the case on
MAST where Ti was directly measured using a Retarding Field Energy Analyser (RFEA)
[39]. This assumption may not hold well closer to the core[40], so reciprocating probes must
alter their analysis accordingly. Measurements of Ti by RFEA are planned for MAST-U.
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Substituting values for a hydrogen plasma with Te = Ti results in an approximate Vfl of
∼ −3Te. The choice of reference potential is also important in this equation. We have
chosen a reference whereby φse = 0, but the reference could instead be made to the plasma
potential Φ and this equation used to calculate an estimate of it.
2.4 Probes In A Magnetised Plasma
2.4.1 The Magnetic Pre-sheath
When a magnetic field is applied to a plasma, several important aspects of the sheath
change. The application of the field necessarily changes the motion of the ions and electrons,
as they are forced to gyrate about the field line and therefore lose a degree of freedom.
If the field is applied normal to the surface the plasma is in contact with then the basic
premises of our derivation of the Bohm criterion hold; the velocity distribution parallel to
the field is still Maxwellian. It is not immediately clear then what happens in the case
where the magnetic field makes an angle with the surface.
This question was answered in the seminal work by Chodura[41] through development
of a fluid model, backed up with numerical modelling, of the sheath in such a case. In this
model, the field was defined to be incident on a plasma-adjacent surface at an oblique angle
(θ), mimicking the case in most divertors. Chodura posited the existence of a third region of
the sheath between the Debye-sheath and pre-sheath discussed in section 2.2: the magnetic
pre-sheath (MPS). This region is an extension of the pre-sheath in that quasineutrality is
maintained, but serves a different purpose. The pre-sheath exists to accelerate ions to the








Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the structure of the 3 sheaths in a magnetised plasma, and
the approximate trajectories of ions (red) and electrons (blue) within them.
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However, it was found that in the case of a plasma where θ 6= 90◦, the presheath
will accelerate the ions parallel to the field and thus they would arrive at the exit of the
pre-sheath with
v‖ ≥ cs (2.40)
where v‖ is the ion velocity parallel to the magnetic field. This is known as the Chodura-
Bohm condition, or sometimes simply the Chodura condition. The MPS exists then as an
intermediate region, wherein ions arrive with v‖ ≥ cs, and are turned so that upon entrance
to the Debye sheath satisfy the original Bohm condition, which we can reinterpret in this
context as being
v⊥se ≥ cs (2.41)
where v⊥se is the velocity normal to the Debye sheath edge or collecting surface (see fig. 2.3).
The MPS extends several Larmor radii (ρL) into the plasma from the Debye sheath edge,






which tends towards 1 ρL as θ → 0.
The mechanism by which this occurs is a gradient in the electric field in the MPS which
results in a polarisation drift[42]. The ions’ cyclotron motion is disturbed and they are torn
from their magnetic field lines. The electrons, with much smaller Larmor radii, are less
affected by this and pass straight through the MPS before being deflected by the stronger
E-field in the Debye sheath (see fig. 2.3).
For the electric field in the MPS to appear, a potential drop (VMPS) must be present.
When studying the MPS using a fluid model, [43] calculated this potential drop as
eVMPS
kBTe
= ln(sin θ) (2.43)
from the conservation of flux at the entrance and exit to the MPS. A further interesting
hypothesis from [43] was the argument for a critical angle θc at which the Debye sheath
disappears completely. The total potential drop between the surface and the entrance to
the MPS is equal to the sum of the Debye sheath drop and the MPS sheath drop. In the
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case of a floating wall this sum is equal to Vfl, i.e.
Vfl = VDS + VMPS (2.44)
where VDS is the potential at the Debye sheath edge (formerly φse). Both of these fluid
models showed that Vfl is not affected by the incidence angle of the magnetic field (to first
order) and so is simply given by eq. (2.39). This can be seen briefly by the combination of
















− ln[sin θ] (2.45)
where the additional ln[sin θ] term arises from assuming electron flux remains purely parallel
to the field and equating it to the turned ion flux perpendicular to the wall. Evaluating














which tells us the angle at which the DS disappears. It is then argued that with no DS
the Bohm criterion is no longer limiting and therefore the ions flowing to the wall are
necessarily no longer sonic, instead arriving with a mach number dependent on the incident
angle. They still enter the Debye sheath perpendicular to the wall however. This subsonic
ion flow was later confirmed through kinetic simulations [44], although the disappearance
of the Debye sheath was found to be a smooth transition rather than the critical angle
predicted by the fluid model in [43].
This phenomenon is also dependent on the wall potential. The specific example used
in the derivation was a floating wall, but the derivation can be extended to a general wall
potential. In this case wall potentials more negative than Vfl will decrease θc and more
positive potentials increase it.
There is also a density drop across the MPS due to the conservation of the turned fluxes,
with the magnitude of the drop given by
nDS = nMPS sin θ (2.47)
where nDS and nMPS are the densities at the entrance to the Debye sheath and MPS
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of the collection flux tube subtended by a probe in a strong magnetic
field. d in this case denotes probe size, so the cross section of the flux tube is A = d2. Taken
from [45].
respectively. This density drop manifests itself in an increase of the local Debye length near
the sheath entrance, the consequences of which will be discussed in section 2.4.3.
2.4.2 Magnetised Probe Measurements
In the unmagnetised case, the probe was assumed to collect particles flowing towards it from
all directions. With the introduction of a magnetic field, the ions and electrons in the plasma
lose a degree of freedom by being forced to gyrate around magnetic field lines, with electrons
being more strongly coerced than the ions due to their smaller mass. This in turn affects
Langmuir probe measurements as it changes, depending on the degree of magnetisation,
the nature of the plasma from which the probe can collect. The following subsection will
examine how the different degrees of magnetisation affect probe measurements.
The size of ρL (eq. (1.7)) compared to the probe extent L is the key factor in determining
how the probe measurements are affected. In the case where the ion and electron Larmor
radii (ρL,i, ρL,e) are both larger than the probe extent, the collection of current occurs
mostly the same as in the unmagnetised case, and the standard interpretation of the IV
characteristic can be used (as per section 2.3.2) to obtain plasma parameters.
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However when this ratio changes and the ordering instead becomes
ρL,i > L > ρL,e (2.48)
the plasma is said to be strongly magnetised. In this case the probe IV characteristic
becomes distorted by the magnetic effects, especially in the electron region. This was
originally observed through a reduced ion-electron saturation ratio in magnetised plasmas,
falling from ∼ (mi/me)1/2 (∼ 40 for hydrogen) to ∼ 10 [46] in Bohm’s original findings.
Values as low as unity have been observed [47]. As the electrons will only be collected from
field lines which intersect the probe, the probe is in effect sampling electrons from a flux tube
directed along B with a cross sectional area of ∼ A – the probe area (see fig. 2.4). Bohm
theorised that as the parallel transport is much larger than the perpendicular transport,
the flux tube must extend far into the plasma to balance these fluxes (Γ‖ and Γ⊥). To
overcome finite parallel and perpendicular resistances a potential “hill” structure is formed
so as to attract electrons into the flux tube. This in turn decelerates ions which, through
the Boltzmann relation, creates an ion density – and thus plasma density – drop in front
of the probe. The electron current to the probe is dependent on the plasma density in
front of the probe and so leads to the observed decreased electron current. This is not the
only explanation however, and a rigorous description of the mechanics which lead to this
reduction in electron current has yet to appear, partly due to cross field transport processes
being poorly understood.
The reduction in saturation current ratios was found to be because of a distortion of
the electron current, with the current collected deviating from an exponential – sometimes
quite drastically – above the floating potential. This can result in overestimation of Te if
this region is included in the IV interpretation[20]. However, as this reportedly only affects
the electron current and not the ion current, the probe characteristic can still be interpreted
in the regions where the electron current is small, i.e. V < Vfl. This was confirmed
experimentally in [45] through the use of a pin-plate probe, whereby the combination of a
small floating pin in front of a swept plate probe allowed the measurement of the plasma
potential, offset by some constant, at different parts of the IV characteristic. It was found
that the plasma potential was stable up until the floating potential was reached, at which
point the plasma potential increased monotonically. This finding showed that the plate
probe’s potential was entirely contained within the plate probe’s sheath for V < Vfl, and




Aeff = Aprobe sin θ
B
Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram of the effective collection area of a probe in a strong
magnetic field. The cross-sectional area of the subtended flux tube is reduced to the
projection of the probe’s surface area along the magnetic field. This is a simplification that
does not account for the size of the sheath in front of the probe, which becomes significant
as θ → 0.
could be reliably measured in this section of the IV characteristic, albeit with uncertainty
estimates of up to 15-20%. This region of course also allows the measurements of Vfl and
ne, thereby not limiting the measurement of other plasma parameters.
It should be noted that this method of only using a small portion of the electron
current to measure the electron temperature, while valid, introduces the unfortunate
consequence of being highly reliant on the high energy tail of the electron distribution. As
such, any deviation from a standard Maxwellian, or the presence of a second hot electron
population, will result in an overestimate of Te[48]. This is particularly a problem in
tokamaks, wherein large temperature gradients can exist between the core and the edge
which in some circumstances cannot be properly relaxed back to a standard Maxwellian
through collisions. Nevertheless, probe Te measurements have been compared with other
tokamak diagnostics and been found to be in agreement, generally to within a factor of
2[45].
The final regime of magnetisation – very strongly magnetised plasmas – occurs when
L > ρL,i > ρL,e (2.49)
i.e. the probe is larger than the ion Larmor radius. In this regime the ion collection is also
dominated primarily by cross-field transport, with the major consequence being for the
collection area. It is generally assumed in this case that the probe is only collecting ions
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from within the flux tube subtended by the effective probe area, i.e. the probe surface
area projected along the magnetic field lines (see fig. 2.5). Consequently the calculation of
density must be altered slightly from eq. (2.27) to
Ii,sat = enecsAeff = enecsAprobe sin θ (2.50)
where Aeff is the effective collection area of the probe in the magnetic field and θ is as
defined in section 2.4.1. For certain probes this collection area is not quite as simple as this
projected area and the accuracy of the extracted plasma parameters can be highly dependent
on the exact geometry of the collection area — this will be discussed in section 2.4.3.
At still higher levels of magnetisation (ρL,i ∼ λD), the ions are so confined to field lines
that they can no longer be turned in the MPS to be normal to the wall. The MPS therefore
disappears, but the Chodura criterion still holds. This has potential implications for models
of ion current collection in flush-mounted probes. This degree of magnetisation is expected
to be encountered more in higher magnetic fields with lower densities, with higher field






where the subscript cold denotes a value calculated in the cold ion approximation, can be
used to quickly compare the machine parameter regimes in which this effect will become
important (ξ ≤ 1). Figure 2.6 shows this for several fusion and magnetic confinement
devices.
2.4.3 Flush-mounted Probes and Sheath Expansion
The design requirements of probes necessarily change in the harsh environment of a tokamak
with high temperatures, densities and heat fluxes to PFCs. Even in the cooler SOL, probes
must be designed in such a way so as to minimise incident heat and particle flux, to both
reduce erosion and extend component lifetime. Langmuir probes are therefore routinely
implemented in tokamaks either embedded in plasma facing components, such as the
divertor, or on reciprocating drives which sample the SOL plasma for short periods of time
to limit heat loading. Probes installed in divertor surfaces tend to be mounted flush to the
PFC to maximally reduce heat loads and perturbation of the local plasma; such probes are
called flush-mounted probes (FMPs). Although practical for implementation, FMPs can be
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Figure 2.6: Sheath magnetisation regimes for several relevant fusion devices, with dashed
lines showing contours of constant magnetisation (ξ). Below ξ = 10 magnetisation effects
will begin to affect ion collection, and below ξ = 0.1 being a strongly magnetised sheath
with no MPS. Adapted from [49].
notoriously difficult to interpret accurately.
The magnetic incidence angle to the divertor surfaces in tokamaks is intentionally
made as small as possible to reduce the deposited heat flux. For flush-mounted probes
in a strongly magnetised plasma, which we can consider most tokamak divertor plasmas
to be, this significantly reduces the collection area of the probe. At grazing angles of
incidence (> 10◦) the contribution of the probe surface area to the effective collection area
is very small (scales as sin θ) so the size of the sheath in front of the probe (scales as cos θ)
becomes a much more dominant factor on how much current is collected. The sheath
expands depending on the probe voltage according to the Child-Langmuir law[50]. For an
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Figure 2.7: Example of an IV characteristic measured in Tokamak de Varennes (TdeV)
with grazing magnetic field incidence angle. The ion saturation region does not saturate at
a single current, but increases with increasingly negative voltage bias. Taken from [51].








where s is the distance from the probe to the sheath edge, where quasineutrality breaks
down. Due to this the ion current does not saturate, but instead grows with increasingly
negative voltage as the sheath – and therefore collection area – expands (see fig. 2.7). This
is known as sheath expansion.
This phenomenon was observed in Matthews’ meticulous study[47] of probe characteris-
tics at different B-field incidence angles, measured on a probe array installed in the limiter
of Divertor Injection Tokamak Experiment (DITE). The saturation currents were found to
depart from the sin θ scaling at very small angles, with the measurements of cross field flux
taken at θ = 0 being an order of magnitude larger than expected. It was also found that
using the standard 3-parameter model of the IV characteristic, even when utilising voltages
below Vfl, leads to large overestimation of the extracted Te.
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In a study with the flush-mounted probe system on the Tokamak de Varennes (TdeV),
Gunn [51] developed a 4-parameter IV characteristic model whereby the non-saturating ion
current could be accounted for with an additional term






Here the additional ∆I term is the gradient of the non-saturating ion current. By assuming
a linear fit to the ion saturation region, extrapolating this out to the entire IV characteristic,
and then subtracting it, one is left with an exponential IV trace made, in theory, entirely
of the electron current. This acts to reduce the overestimation of Te, as evidenced by the
comparison done between this 4-parameter method and the standard 3-parameter method,
which produced Te values which differed by a factor of 2. The reasoning behind this linear
fit is to approximate the standard sheath scaling |V |3/4, which would be otherwise difficult
to discern from noisy probe data. A disadvantage is that the density must be recovered
from the approximated linearity and, while this may be accurate for the specifics of the
setup on TdeV, this may not necessarily be applicable to other tokamaks.
Efforts have been made to model the size of the sheath in front of a flush-mounted probe,
notably by Weinlich and Carlson[52]. Their model, depicted in fig. 2.8, took into account
the density drop across the MPS, as described by eq. (2.47), which increases the local Debye
length in front of the wall by a factor of sin1/2 θ. The Debye length enhancement must
therefore be incorporated into any models of sheath expansion. The sheath in front of the
probe was modelled as a rectangular box, with any ions that crossed the Debye sheath
boundary collected by the probe as current. As the probe is biased more negatively the
box expands upwards into the MPS, but the MPS is always a fixed width – controlled by
eq. (2.42) – so the MPS boundary expands equivalently. The collection area of the sheath
in this model is therefore the sheath size s and the probe length L projected along B. Two
further consequences of this model were the focusing of ions onto the leading probe edge
due to the frontal sheath extension, and the existence of a region depleted of ions on the
trailing edge, labelled 1 and 2 respectively in fig. 2.8. This phenomenon results in enhanced
ion current to the probe with increasingly negative voltage, leading to a non-saturation of
ion current.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic of the flush-mounted probe model developed by Weinlich and Carlson.
Taken from [52].
2.5 The Bergmann and Murphy-Sugrue Models
The model presented by Carlson and Weinlich was unfortunately not completely predictive
at small angles, presumably because of the lack of finite Larmor orbit effects captured by
nature of being a fluid model. A fully kinetic approach was required, as used by Bergmann
in two separate computational studies[24, 38] using a 2D particle-in-cell code. Similarly to
[52], the sheath was modelled as a rectangular box around the probe, firstly with rounded
corners but later with sharp corners. The frontal and lateral expansion of the sheath were
considered.
The ion focusing effect predicted by the fluid model was observed in the simulations,
and the scaling of the sheath thickness found to follow a modified Child-Langmuir relation




where ∆0 is the thickness of the sheath in front of the wall, ∆1 is the coefficient describing
the additional sheath thickness introduced by negative potential biasing, and V is the





Several initial simulations were run to calculate the floating potential of the wall, which
was held as fixed throughout the simulation. ∆0 was found to decrease as θ → 0 as more of
the potential drop is taken up by the MPS. ∆1 on the other hand increases as θ → 0 due







This represents the change in local Debye length due to the MPS density drop. Bergmann
also found that the lateral growth of the sheath, denoted as δ, was also well described
by this functional dependence on V and θ. Equations (2.54) and (2.56) can therefore be







and equivalently for the lateral sheath expansion as






which will have different constants of proportionality. Note that in Bergmann’s derivation,
and Murphy-Sugrue’s subsequent extension, it is assumed that δ0 = 0.
This sheath scaling therefore corresponds to a change in the form of the IV characteristic
model. It was found that the simulated current trace on the probe was well described by
I
Ii,sat
= 1 + a|V |
3
4 − eV (2.59)
where V is as described above and a is an angle- and geometry-dependent sheath expansion
parameter.
The form for a was derived by comparing the ratio of the sheath size of the probe while
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of the sheath modelled by Bergmann using 2D particle-in-cell
simulations of a small probe. This model was later adapted to larger, more fusion-relevant
probe sizes and found to approximate better with a purely rectangular sheath. Taken from
[24].
floating to the sheath size of the probe at some large negative voltage. The probe in both
cases was assumed to capture all ions incident on its sheath perimeter, and comparing the
ratio of ion currents essentially reduces the problem to the comparison of collection areas in
each case, as all other terms will cancel. The collection area in the floating case was assumed
to be the probe surface area projected along the magnetic field line, i.e. Aprobe sin θ, whereas
in the biased case it was assumed to be the projected area of the expanded sheath – labelled
as the effective collection area Aeff Taking the ratio of these currents and comparing them
to the assumed form of the IV characteristic – given by eq. (2.59) – Bergmann obtained an
expression for a in terms of θ, the probe length L, and coefficients c1 and c2 – which are
the constants of proportionality from eqs. (2.57) and (2.58). These coefficients were then
measured from fits to simulated IV characteristics.
The precise form of a differed with the assumptions of the sheath shape. The first study,
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where the fractions of 0.5 and 0.4 were found by fitting to simulated IV characteristics. L
in this case is the probe length. The second study, which utilised larger probes (L ρL,i ∼
400λD) and a rectangular sheath, re-derived this equation as
a =





where c1 and c2 represent the coefficients for the frontal and lateral sheath scaling. These
were found to be slightly changed from the first set of simulations, with c1 = 0.5 and
c2 → 0.6 with increasing probe length. This equation was found to closely match the results
of probe measurements taken on the Axially Symmetric Divertor Experiment Upgrade
(ASDEX-Upgrade) tokamak.
This study was then repeated by Murphy-Sugrue for MAST-like probes, which have
much larger gaps either side between the probe and the floating wall[53]. This study
confirmed the results of Bergmann’s work before expanding the sheath model used to
incorporate these gaps, resulting in an expression for a very similar to eq. (2.61) but with
L replaced with L+ g, i.e.
a =





where g is the size of the gap. For MAST probes with L = 5mm and g = 1mm, inclusion
of these gaps results in a 20% increase of the collection area. Murphy-Sugrue also found
slightly altered values for c1 and c2 as 0.9 and 0.6 respectively, with c2 found similarly to
depend on the probe length and 0.6 being the value tended to as probes are made longer.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has presented the theoretical background required to study probes in tokamaks.
A 1D description of Debye shielding was introduced, with the Debye length in the cold
and hot ion approximation defined. A similar 1D treatment of an unmagnetised sheath in
front of a surface was then used to derive the Bohm criterion, and infer the existence of an
accelerating pre-sheath with a finite electric field. The implications for this criterion on
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the particle fluxes to a surface biased to different potentials were then explored and thus
the theory for an ideal Langmuir probe laid out. The changes made to these derivations
through the introduction of a magnetic field were then presented, with a description of the
magnetic pre-sheath and a discussion of the existence of a critical angle. The complications
that arise in interpreting Langmuir probes in magnetic fields were then described, with
the inclusion of various models for explaining some of the phenomena that arise. The
extension and further exploration of models for Langmuir probes in strong magnetic fields
are studied through particle-in-cell simulations in chapter 5. An experimental investigation
of the effects of magnetic field incidence angle on flush-mounted and angled-tip Langmuir
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3.1 Introduction
Simulations are a crucial tool available to scientists to study the universe and predict
the behaviour of complex phenomena. Alongside theory and experiment, they constitute
one of the three major approaches to the modern practice of physics. Since the 1960s
computational power has increased by orders of magnitude, and consequently so has the
usefulness of computational physics.
In the fusion community, a plethora of techniques for simulating plasmas have arisen,
ranging in scope from simulating the tiny volumes of plasma directly in front of the wall, up
to simulating a whole tokamak. These techniques are specifically tailored to the problems
they are trying to solve; some are intended to help design new reactors, to predict the
efficacy of heat exhaust mitigation techniques, or to foresee unstable areas of parameter
space. In general there are five main families of codes in use by the fusion community
to study plasmas: fluid codes, kinetic codes, hybrid codes, gyrokinetic codes and particle
codes. Of these, the particle method is considered the most fundamental as the fewest
assumptions are made — it provides a full description of the system down to the particle
level and the fields calculated are self-consistent. As such this is the technique of choice to
simulate Langmuir probes and interrogate the sheath as no conditions are placed on the
distribution functions. Additionally, quasineutrality is not enforced and so its breakdown
– the characteristic property of the sheath – can organically emerge from the simulation
conditions.
3.2 The Particle-in-cell Method
As pioneered by Morse [54], the particle method, also known as particle-in-cell (PIC), involves
discretising the simulation domain and field quantities onto a grid. The superparticles
are free to move anywhere within this grid, but their charge is “weighted” onto the grid
points they are nearest to to calculate charge density. This grid is commonly rectangular
for simplicity, as is the case in SPICE, but can be any arbitrary shape assuming that
the weighting function properly accounts for this. From the charge density, the electric
potential can be calculated through Poisson’s equation – solved using numerical methods.
The gradient of the electric potential can then be used to calculate the electric field, which
in turn can be used to “push” the particles by integrating their equations of motion. To
get the value of the electric field at each superparticle’s position, the field is interpolated
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back to the particle positions according to the same weighting used to calculate the charge
density. Once the particles are pushed into new positions over some time step ∆t, any
which move outside of the simulation domain – either outside the grid or onto some surface
– are removed from the simulation. New particles are then injected into the simulation to
conserve plasma density. The process can then start again, with the new particle positions
interpolated back onto the grid to calculate charge density. This process is repeated some
number of time steps until the requisite amount of total time has been simulated.
Several other optional steps can be inserted into the process to include a greater range
of physical phenomena, such as collisions, heat diffusion, secondary electron emission etc.,
but the above is the minimum required process to simulate plasma using the PIC method.
Note that the PIC method generally maintains all velocity dimensions regardless of spatial
dimensionality. Thus a 2D PIC simulation is more correctly termed a 2D3V simulation.
3.2.1 Superparticles
The collection of individual particles together into superparticles allows for capturing the
relevant physics of plasmas with far fewer particles than there are in a real plasma. This
reduction in number of particles comes at a cost however, as there is a trade-off with number
of particles and statistical noise. Therefore, large numbers of particles are still required to
run a meaningful simulation and this restricts particle codes to looking at small regions of
plasma compared to the other approaches.
Each superparticle is comprised of the same number of its constituent species and has
the same charge-to-mass ratio as an individual particle, so it follows the same trajectory as
an individual particle through the simulation window. That is to say that a superparticle,
constituted of K particles, has a mass of ms = Kmp and a charge of qs = Kqp, where the
subscripts s and p denote the superparticle and particle respectively. The number of particles
in each superparticle changes based on implementation and simulation dimensionality, but
the total number of particles in the simulation must remain high enough to capture the
relevant physics involved. The metric for this, as described by Birdsall & Langdon [55],
is the number of particles in a Debye cube (for a 3D plasma) - ND. They quote a value
of ND = 10 as sufficient to satisfy the condition that the thermal kinetic energy of the
plasma (KE) be much greater than the microscopic potential energy (PE), i.e. that the
plasma constituents are moving fast enough that they will not recombine and neutralise.
For reference, in a laboratory plasma where, if we take reasonable MAST-U divertor-like
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parameters of ne = 1× 1018 and Te = 10eV , the number of particles in the Debye cube is
∼ 1.3× 104. Despite having far fewer particles in the Debye cube, we can still effectively
simulate plasmas through the use of superparticles. From here onward, superparticles will
be referred to in shorthand as particles.
3.2.2 Charge Density and Weighting
The process by which the particles are interpolated onto the discretised grid to calculate
charge density, along with the reverse of this process to interpolate the electric field to
particle position for pushing, is called weighting. The standard method used in PIC codes
for doing this is the PIC bilinear approach[56] (or the similar cloud-in-cell approach[57]),
wherein the particles are treated as clouds of uniform charge ∼ 1 cell wide and with a
tapered charge density profile. The charge density is therefore deposited onto the corners
of the cell it is inside. In the case of a 2D simulation this would be to the four corners of
the rectangular cell, in 3D the 8 corners of the cuboid cell.
If we consider the 2D case, this is done by dividing the cell into 4 through the particle
position, with the area of each quadrant being the weighting applied to the opposite
corner grid node (see fig. 3.1). If we take the ith particle, in position ri = (yi, zi),
with charge qi, within the grid space defined by n, n + 1,m,m + 1 and grid spacing
∆y = ∆z = λD. We can re-express ri as the relative position of the particle within the
cell, ri,rel = (yi,rel, zi,rel) = (yi − n, zi −m), making areas of the 4 quadrants (as depicted
in fig. 3.1):
A1 = (1− yi,rel)(1− zi,rel)
A2 = (1− yi,rel)zi,rel
A3 = yi,rel(1− zi,rel)
A4 = yi,relzi,rel .
(3.1)
Note that these areas are all normalised to the area of the cell, in this case λ2D but in
general ∆y∆z. In a 1D case this becomes the normalised distance to the point in question,
and in 3D the normalised octant volume. These weights contribute to the charge density
by multiplying each by the charge of the particle in question qi, with the process carried
out for each particle and all contributions summed onto each grid point to get the charge
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Figure 3.1: Diagram showing particle-in-cell bilinear weighting through splitting of the grid
cell into quadrants. The weighting applied to each grid point – at each corner of the cell –
is given by the area of the quadrant on the opposite side of the particle. In this case the
grid point (n,m) sees the largest contribution to charge density from the shown particle, as
it is closest to it, with the weighting given by the area A1 (in yellow).
The method of weighting also has an effect on the size and shape of the particle
being simulated. For example, the first order method results in a linearly increasing and
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decreasing shape exactly 2∆x wide (hence bilinear). In a 1D simulation, particles in this
first order method appear to the grid as a triangular shaped cloud of charge. This is of
interest because the use of a grid, and the weighting that accompanies, naturally results
in us simulating particles of finite size as opposed to the point charges found in a real
plasma. This fundamentally changes how the particles interact with one another, as a finite
sized particle will not undergo a 1/r or 1/r2 repulsion (as a point charge would in 2 or 3
dimensions) but will instead exert less force on other particles as they overlap. This results
in a system whereby collisions are greatly reduced, which must be countenanced if we are
to emulate real plasma behaviour. However, given that we are operating with relatively
fewer particles (recall that ND ∼ 10 from section 3.2.1) and therefore operate with less
available charge screening, the decrease in collision frequency helps to stop those collisions
from pushing us into a non-relevant regime[58].
3.2.3 Potential and Electric Field
Once we have distributed charge density and have a discretised representation of ρ, we
can use this to solve Poisson’s equation and therefore arrive at the electrostatic potential.
Poisson’s equation is given by:
∇2φ = − ρ
ε0
(3.2)
where φ is the electrostatic potential and ε0 is the permittivity of free space. Finite
differencing is used in SPICE.
The finite difference equations are an approximation of the derivative of a function,
derived by evaluating the Taylor expansion of that function at some value x plus some
finite ∆x


















we then have two equations which can be combined to give ∂f(x)∂x in terms of the original
function. Subtracting eq. (3.4) from eq. (3.3), rearranging, and then omitting the third-order
term to ensure second-order accuracy, we get the finite difference approximation of the first
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f(x+ ∆x)− 2f(x) + f(x−∆x)
(∆x)2
. (3.6)
These have similar forms for higher dimensionality.
If we consider a 1D PIC simulation attempting to solve eq. (3.2), the ∇2φ becomes ∂
2φ
∂x2










where ∆x is now the grid spacing. This is a set of N coupled linear equations which can be
solved to find φ at each of the N grid points. Note that the potential at a grid point n is
also dependent on grid points n± 1. If we introduce two boundary conditions for the edges
of the domain it becomes soluble (boundary conditions will be discussed in section 3.2.6).






























We know the value of ρ at every grid point, so this matrix equation must now be solved to
find the value of φ at every grid point. This can be achieved through various numerical
methods, usually grouped into direct solvers and iterative solvers. The best of these to use
is usually dependent on the specifics of the simulation. For example the direct solver in
SPICE should generally not be used when running 3D simulations due to the excessive
memory requirements.
Once a solution has been found to eq. (3.8), the resulting φ is used to calculate E
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through the gradient of the electrostatic potential
E = −∇φ. (3.9)









as φ is now known at every grid point.
3.2.4 Particle Pusher
Now the electric field is known, the particles can be pushed by separately integrating the









where vi and ri are the velocity and position of the ith particle respectively. The principle
of pushing the particles draws parallels from the field calculations, except time is discretised
instead of space and a form of finite differencing is used to integrate over Newton’s equations
of motion at that discretised time. The leap-frog method is most commonly used and
frequently implemented using the Boris method[59], which is both computationally efficient
and stable over many time steps[60].
The leap-frog method involves separately integrating the above two differential equations
at offset time steps; each time step ∆t is split in half with the position being known at
integer values of t and the velocity being known at half integer values of t. The value of
position at time t can therefore be calculated from the velocity at t− ∆t2 and the velocity
at t = t+ ∆t2 can be calculated from the position at time t. This can be repeated as many
times as necessary for as long as the desired simulation length. This does require that
the initial velocities (vi(t = 0)) be moved back to t = −∆t2 to ensure the two values are
correctly centred. We can therefore rewrite eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) in finite differencing form
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where the subscripts denote at what time step the values are taken from, and the velocity
in the magnetic term has been t-centred by averaging vt−∆t/2 and vt−∆t/2. Note that E
and B are interpolated to each particle’s position through the reverse of the weighting
process described in section 3.2.2. These can thus be solved in turn for each particle in the
system, with eq. (3.15) solved for vt+∆t/2 (the new particle velocity) and then substituted
into eq. (3.14) for rt+∆t (the new particle position).
The solution for vt+∆t/2 from eq. (3.15) can be obtained, via the Boris method, through
























which is a rotation of v. We can therefore use eq. (3.16) to apply half of the electric impulse
to obtain v−, rotate with eq. (3.18) to obtain v+, and finally apply the other half of the
electric impulse to arrive at vt+∆t/2.
3.2.5 Stability Conditions
All of these calculations are dependent on the choice of ∆t and ∆x for stability. There is
an error in the leap-frog technique that zeroes out as ∆t→ 0, but clearly we must use a
finite value of ∆t. There are however some constraints upon how large it can be. Firstly, to
ensure stability in the leap-frog algorithm, we require
ωp∆t < 2 (3.19)





is the plasma frequency. Birdsall[55] finds that the LHS reduces further
to 0.2 if accurate results are to be obtained.
Secondly, the grid spacing ∆t is upper bounded at 1 λD. This is to ensure the simulation
resolves the shielding effects across this length scale, anything larger will result in the
electrons undergoing non-physical, numerical heating until this condition is satisfied. The
Debye length therefore represents the largest possible grid resolution and any potential
structures must be smaller than this to be resolved.
A final condition is placed upon the combination of ∆t and ∆x, whereby they should
be large enough that the fastest moving particle in the system cannot move further than 1
grid cell in 1 time step. Formally
∆x > vmax∆t (3.20)
which is a form of the Courant-Friedrich-Lewy condition[61, 62].
3.2.6 Boundary Conditions and Particle Injection
Practically speaking, it is not feasible to simulate large volumes of fusion plasma with a
PIC simulation – the computational cost limits us to small regions on the order of 100-1000
Debye lengths in width. Thus we must choose carefully what the conditions along the
boundary of the simulation are so as to not alter the physics being observed in the bulk.
As mentioned in section 3.2.3, the finite difference solution to Poisson’s equation in 1D
(eq. (3.7)) requires the simultaneous solving of N equations – where N is the number of
grid points along our domain. As each grid point is dependent on the grid points directly
either side of it, we get N − 2 equations with three unknowns and two, corresponding to
the points at either end of the domain, with only two unknowns each. We therefore cannot
solve this set of equations without some value to give to the neighbours of grid points
φ1 and φN . There are two broad approaches to this: periodic and fixed. SPICE uses a
combination of both.
The periodic approach imposes that φ1 = φN , causing the domain to loop back on
itself. The simulation is then effectively modelling an infinite line of concatenated grid
points, allowing more fundamental continuous behaviour to be examined. This imposes the
condition that the system have no net charge. It also allows the use of a spectral approach
to solve Poisson’s equation as the charge density can now be Fourier transformed and
converted to φ in k-space.
The fixed boundary approach requires some quantity at the boundary to be set to some
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known value. There are three typical ways this is done:
Dirichlet – the potential at the edge is assigned some function, usually constant, e.g.
φ1 = φN = 0
Neumann – the gradient of the potential (i.e. the electric field) is assigned some function
Cauchy – both the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are assigned simultane-
ously
Any of these solutions will make Poisson’s equation solvable. Note that different boundary
conditions can be imposed on different boundaries depending on the specifics of the system
being simulated.
As particles move freely about the simulation, their behaviour at the domain boundary
must also be accounted for. The particles can treat the boundaries as periodic, in which
case they move freely from cells at the boundary edge into the opposite boundary cells.
As in the case of the periodic field boundary conditions, this effectively makes the plasma
infinite in the dimension of periodicity. The alternative is for the boundary to be a “sink”,
whereby any particle which moves across the boundary is removed from the simulation.
Presence of these boundary conditions necessitates the reinsertion of particles through
injection, to maintain plasma density. This condition can also be applied to arbitrary cells
in the domain to represent objects inserted into the plasma, for example a vessel wall or a
probe. If that is the case then the removed particle can be recorded to measure incident
current to that object, or adjust its potential.
An additional boundary type specific to particles is that of a particle source. This acts
to load particles into the system to conserve plasma density, with velocities according to
some source velocity distribution. This is done continuously throughout the simulation
as an additional step with the PIC cycle. The conservation of particle density is achieved
through injection at a rate proportional to how quickly the particles move across the domain.
This is dependent on the size of the cells, the length of the time step and the mass of the
species.
The velocity distribution can be chosen arbitrarily to reflect the physics of the plasma
intended to be simulated. For simulations of the sheath, the injection boundary is analogous
to the plasma bulk, and the velocity of injected particles is therefore usually sampled from
a Maxwellian to reflect this. The injection boundary is usually also a sink. In the case of
a magnetised plasma, care must be taken to ensure that the particles can gyrate around
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the field lines appropriately upon injection without being removed from the simulation.
A buffer injection zone is usually used to prevent this and therefore preserve the desired
velocity distribution.
3.3 SPICE
The Sheath Particle In Cell (SPICE) codes are a family of parallelised 2D3V and 3D3V
collisionless PIC codes specialised in investigating behaviour at the plasma-surface interface,
i.e. the sheath. It was developed jointly by J. P. Gunn and R. Dejarnac [49, 63–65] to
investigate particle deposition into gaps between PFC tiles. It has subsequently been
developed by both M. Komm [25, 66, 67] and A. Podolnik [68, 69]. As a code designed to
simulate the sheath, it is uniquely placed to investigate Langmuir probe behaviour. This
section will briefly break down the implementation of various parts of the PIC process
outlined in section 3.2, as well as some of the unique features of the code and its use in this
body of work.
3.3.1 Key Features
SPICE has several key features that benefit the investigation of the sheath, but limit the
range of possible scenarios accordingly. The code uses a rectangular/cuboid grid shape and a
static, homogeneous magnetic field throughout the simulation domain. It is collisionless, and
has a unique particle injection scheme which accurately recreates the velocity distribution
of ions and electrons at the entrance to the sheath.
The simulation is controlled by four core input parameters which specify the plasma





where ρL is the Larmor radius (eq. (1.7)). This gives a measure of the Larmor radius in












where mi and me are the ion and electron mass respectively. This is commonly set to
values lower than the real value of ∼1836 for protons and electrons as it significantly
speeds up the simulation while maintaining the relevant physics. µ = 200 is generally
considered appropriate[41], except when simulating particularly low angles of magnetic field







where αxz and αyz are the components of the magnetic field in the x-z and y-z planes
respectively (see section 3.3.3 for coordinate system).
There are other input parameters to specify the simulation size (Ly, Lz) and grid
spacings (∆y,∆z) in each dimension. The number of particles per cell NPC is also an
explicit input.
The physical quantities of the simulation are normalised, as is common practice in
computational physics, to minimise the rounding errors associated with floating point
operations on numbers with different orders of magnitude. The normalisations in SPICE
are:

























where ωc,i is the ion cyclotron frequency (eq. (1.6)), and n0 is the density at the sheath
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entrance. There can be any number of species in a SPICE simulation, but their quantities
are normalised to the ‘main’ ion species – as designated in the input file.
There is an additional measure of time – the ion travel time – which is used as an input
to denote the total desired simulation time. It is a measure of the time taken for an ion to





where vi,‖ is the ion thermal velocity parallel the magnetic field. Simulations must be run
so as to reach a saturation of the particle count, which was found to require tsim ≈ 2tz,trav.
However, as tz,trav is also dependent on θ – the angle of magnetic field incidence – we find
that tsim →∞ as αB → 0, making the study of grazing θ computationally expensive.
3.3.2 Collisionless Condition
The code is collisionless, i.e. there is no implementation of collisions between particles.
This means that any plasmas simulated must also be classified as collisionless through the
following two criteria:
Mean free path – the mean free path of particles within the system (Lmfp) must be
larger than the total system size (L). L is defined in this case as the traversal distance
of an ion across the simulation window Lz,trav, which we can calculate from eq. (3.32).
Frequency – all characteristic frequencies of the plasma should be larger than the collision
frequency. The largest frequency tends to be ωc.





where ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm representing the maximum impact parameter. From





and are therefore equipped to check the collisionless conditions of the plasmas. Running
these calculations for the representative MAST-U divertor-like plasma (ne = 1 × 1018
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Figure 3.2: The injection scenarios available in both SPICE-2 and SPICE-3. In both cases
the side boundaries of the simulation are periodic and the top and bottom are particle sinks.
Objects can be placed in the simulation domain and are treated as particle sinks. (left)
Variation A has a single injection box at the top of the domain which allows particles to be
injected at any arbitrary angle without being immediately removed from the simulation
by the sink lining the top boundary. (right) Variation B is available when B is normal to
the injection plane. Particles can be injected from the top and bottom of the simulation
domain. Taken from [70].
and Te = 10eV ), taking ln Λ = 13, we arrive at Lmfp = 5 × 104λD for electrons. From
Bergmann[38], a reasonable estimate for the size of a large Langmuir probe is d = 600λD,
which is two orders of magnitude lower and therefore gives ample collisionless simulation
space around the probe tip.
3.3.3 Simulation Scenarios
All SPICE simulations start empty of particles. They are populated over several tz,trav
through continuous particle injection from the injection boundary or boundaries. SPICE
has two main injection scenarios (see fig. 3.2):
Variation A – injection from the top of the simulation domain (z = Lz). As per sec-
tion 3.2.6, this injection boundary has an “injection box” which extends ∼ ρL cosαB
past the simulation domain boundary to allow for injected particles to gyrate about
the magnetic field. The particle boundary at the top of the injection box is a sink.
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Both side walls (y = 0, y = Ly) are periodic for both particles and field calculations
and the bottom acts as a particle sink. The field boundaries at the top and bottom
are Dirichlet.
Variation B – injection from the top and bottom of the simulation domain (z = 0, z = Lz)
This variation is only available when B lies in z, and therefore requires no injection box
as gyromotion is purely in the y-x plane. All field and particle boundary conditions
are otherwise the same as Variation A.
Both variations feature the option to place objects into the simulation domain, which act
as particle sinks. Variation A was intended to be used to simulate the interactions at
the plasma-surface interface, and so objects are generally placed on the bottom of the
simulation domain to replicate wall tiles or probes.
SPICE can use any arbitrary velocity distribution to determine injected particles’ initial
velocities. Two default options are available, a Maxwellian distribution and a Chung-
Hutchinson distribution[71], the latter of which has several variations depending on the
input value of τ , ranging from 0.1 to 5.0. The particle velocity is distributed differently along
different components of the magnetic field. The parallel component is modified according
to previously run 1D pre-sheath simulations [72], and the perpendicular components are
Maxwellian, with the gyromotion phase uniformly distributed. Particles are randomly
distributed in space along y (and x in 3D), and randomly in z within the injection box
limits. The particles are also given a random deviation parallel to the magnetic field to
prevent artificial modes.
The use of a Chung-Hutchinson distribution function, the predicted distribution of ions
having been accelerated by the pre-sheath, constitutes one of the major reasons SPICE is
well suited to simulating the sheath. It allows the effects of the pre-sheath to be included
but not explicitly simulated, drastically reducing computational complexity.
3.3.4 Langmuir Probes
SPICE is uniquely suited to running simulations of Langmuir probes as it has the ability
to simulate swept voltage and therefore IV characteristics. Objects can be placed in the
simulation domain in ‘swept’ mode, which will force the simulation to sweep the potential
of the probe between two preset values. By default these values are −10V̂ and 10V̂ , with
steps of 0.05V̂ , but this can be altered. SPICE leaves at least 200∆t time steps to allow
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the plasma to adjust to the new bias voltage on the probe object. This bias voltage sweep
should only be started after the simulation has reached saturation.
This feature can be combined with the current diagnostic inherent to SPICE objects,
whereby the particles crossing into simulation cells designated as ‘probe’ are counted in a
time series. The currents to objects from different species are tracked independently, so
separate ion and electron currents can be extracted and analysed. This is particularly useful
when evaluating the enhancement of ion current to the probe due to sheath expansion. The
currents to objects in the simulation domain can also be used to track the state of particle
saturation of the simulation and therefore decide the value of tsim.
If both the bias voltage on the probe, and the current collected at that voltage are
known, then an IV characteristic can be extracted from the simulation. The time varying
quantities (t, Ie, V ) are binned across each voltage step. To remove the values measured
during the plasma’s reaction to the voltage change, the former half (100∆t) are discarded
and the latter half averaged to get a single value for each time varying quantity at that
particular voltage step. This averaging results in a relatively smooth IV characteristic
which can be fit or otherwise interpreted as necessary.







where ∆̂t is the normalised time step in the simulation, K is the number of particles in
each superparticle as given by the number of particles in a Debye square (or cube). For a
specified input of Npc particles per cell in a 2D simulation, this becomes
n0λ
2
D = NpcK (3.36)
where n0 is the density at the sheath entrance, and K is the number of particles in a
superparticle.
One of the major benefits of using SPICE to simulate the MAST-U Langmuir probes in
particular is the ability to implement arbitrary shapes in the simulation window. SPICE
comes with the inherent functionality to draw arbitrary rectangles, circles, and triangles
in 2D, and cuboids, cones and triangular prisms in 3D. Given the MAST-U probe tip’s
unconventional shape, as described in chapter 4, the ability to recreate this within the
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simulation window is crucial. The inability to do this was a particular problem in previous
simulation work done on MAST probes[73].
SPICE therefore represents a very good option among PIC codes for simulating the
MAST-U Langmuir probe tips, both due to its particular attention to simulating the
sheath through the pre-sheath particle distribution functions, and because of this arbitrary
simulation object-shape feature.
3.4 Summary
This chapter has detailed the fundamentals of Particle-in-cell simulation. The positives and
negatives of various approaches to simulating plasmas have been outlined while making it
clear that particle simulation is the most promising route for simulating the plasma around
Langmuir probes. The basic algorithmic flow of a PIC code has been described and some
of the numerical methods illustrated using 1D examples. The specifics of the PIC code
SPICE have also been presented and the features of that code which make it particularly
well suited to simulating Langmuir probes have been highlighted. The SPICE simulation
scenario designed for examining sheaths in the divertor has been introduced, which will be
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4.1 MAST-U Langmuir probes
4.1.1 Introduction
As part of this body of work, an experiment was carried out on the linear device Magnum-PSI
at the Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research (DIFFER). This experiment aimed
to verify the design of the MAST-U Langmuir probe tip through a series of measurements
with well defined magnetic field incidence angles. The physical setup and plasma conditions
are also considerably simpler than in a tokamak, aiding analysis. The design of the MAST-U
probe tip, the experimental setup, and the analysis techniques used in this experiment
are presented in the remainder of this chapter, with the results and discussion on the
consequences for the interpretation of Langmuir probes in MAST-U discussed in chapter 6.
4.1.2 Angled tip design
As part of the diagnostic suite on MAST-U, there are Langmuir probes installed throughout
the plasma facing components (PFCs). A total of 850 are arrayed in the divertors (top and
bottom), gas baffle, central column and the nose (see figs. 4.1 and 4.3). These probes have
Figure 4.1: Schematic cross-sectional diagram of MAST-U showing location of the Langmuir
probe arrays in the lower divertor. Identical arrays are also present in the upper divertor.
The scale is in m.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: (a) A schematic view of the MAST-U divertor with a conventional scenario
plasma equilibrium overlaid. (b) The variation of the field line incidence angle to divertor
surfaces as a function of distance along the divertor. In this particular case plasma is
controlled so the strike point is on the divertor science facility and the maximum incidence
angle to the divertor surfaces can be seen for two different plasma currents. The range of
angles is therefore from 0-12◦. The background colours correspond to the different surfaces
coloured in (a). Adapted from [74].
a novel design intended to maximise the area presented to the plasma for measurements by
angling the probe tip 10◦ towards the expected inclination of field lines. Such an approach
was pioneered on the Joint European Torus (JET)[31] and DIII-D[75, 76] tokamaks, wherein
similarly angled-tip designs were used successfully. There are a range of expected field
line angles in MAST-U (see fig. 4.2), which vary depending on the plasma scenario used,
but typically fall in the range of 0-12◦. The value of probe tip inclination was chosen
to maximise the effective collection area for the smallest incidence angles and therefore
reduce or prevent non-saturation of the ion current. However, this approach also exposes
more of the probe tip to the plasma and so must be balanced by improving the maximum
tolerable heat flux of the probe. This was done in a twofold approach: each probe has a
large bulk of material attached to the probe tip to act as a thermal reservoir and allow
for higher operating temperatures; and the material chosen for the probes was pyrolitic
graphite, oriented to allow maximum heat flow away from the probe tip to the accompanying
thermal reservoir. This design therefore balances both the probe collection area and the





Figure 4.3: (a) Photograph of a MAST-U Langmuir probe, showing the right trapezoidal
tip and thermal reservoir. (b) Photograph of one of the MAST-U Langmuir probe arrays
(c) Photograph of the MAST-U lower divertor showing the in situ location of the probe
arrays and the square hole of the divertor science facility (DSF), into which the DSF probe


















Figure 4.4: Schematic of MAST-U probe (a) cross section, and (b) plan view. The lighter
blue section in (b) corresponds to the shadowed portion of the probe.
safe operating temperature, allowing for the best performance of the diagnostic within
expected MAST-U conditions[74].
The probe is also recessed relative to the tile in front of it (toroidally) to allow the
leading edge to be shadowed, i.e. protected from direct exposure to the plasma. Leading
edge shadowing is standard practice in PFCs to prevent the exposed material from both
sputtering into the plasma or from receiving too high a heat flux. The size of the recession
(denoted d⊥) in this case was chosen as 0.3mm, as this was the minimum value which both
shadowed the leading edge (for expected operating conditions of 0.5 ≥ θ ≥ 10.0), and was
able to be practically achieved given machining tolerances of ±0.1mm. The probe is also
right-trapezoidal in geometry to ensure that the RHS of the probe is not exposed to plasma
at the expected values of the radial magnetic field component. The angle of the trapezoid,
θf , is set to 75
◦.
The probe geometry is therefore a significant departure from the flush, square probe
described by the sheath expansion parameter derived by Bergmann[24, 38] and Murphy-
Sugrue[53]. Figure 4.4 shows the definitions of the various geometrical aspects of this probe
design. Using these definitions, we can write down an estimate of the effective collection









Lexp sin θtot (4.1)
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Probe w1 [mm] w2 [mm] L [mm] g [mm] θf [
◦] Ageom [mm
2]
L 3.34 2 5 1 75 13.3
S 3 2 3 2 72 7.5
B 6 4.5 5 1 73.3 26.25
R N/A N/A 4 1.5 N/A 12.6
Table 4.1: Principal dimensions and geometric areas of each of the probe tips on the divertor
science facility probe head.
where θtot = |θ|+ |θp| and d is the length of the shadowed probe extent, given by
d =
d⊥ − g tan θ
sin θp + tan θ cos θp
(4.2)





In the event that the equality d⊥ > g tan θ is not satisfied, i.e. the leading edge is
exposed due to unexpectedly large θ, an additional term must be added to eq. (4.1) to





sin θtot + w1 cos θp
[
g tan θ − d⊥
]
. (4.4)
4.1.3 Divertor Science Facility Probe Head
An additional part of the MAST-U probe suite is the divertor science facility (DSF) – a
sample manipulator in the divertor which allows for the introduction of different electrical
probe heads[77] and material samples without requiring a vessel vent. A probe array has
been designed for use as a DSF head, to operate in tandem with the divertor Langmuir
probe system. The probe array has four different Langmuir probe tips:
L – a standard MAST-U FMP, as described in section 4.1.2
S – a smaller probe with approximately half the geometric area of the L probe
B – a larger probe with approximately double the geometric area of the L probe
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R – a flush, cylindrical probe with similar geometric area to the L probe
Table 4.1 describes the exact values of geometric parameters, including the geometric area
of each probe variant.
The S and B probes are very similar to the standard MAST-U probe (L): right-trapezoidal
in geometry with the surface of the trapezium angled 10◦ relative to the incident magnetic
field. The angle of the trapezoid varies between probes. As such the calculation of the
effective collection area similarly uses eq. (4.1) (and eq. (4.4)) with different values for L,
g, w1, w2 and θf where necessary. The R probe is cylindrical in geometry and recessed
to shadow the leading edge, but does not have an inclined surface. The shape, and thus
geometric area, can therefore be described by principal variables r – the probe radius, and
d⊥ – the recession of the leading edge with respect to the shadowing tile. The effective
collection area is therefore given by
AReff =
(
π − θc − sin θc
2
)
r2 sin θ (4.5)














Figure 4.5: Schematic of cylindrical probe on the divertor science facility probe head,
designated R, shown in (a) cross section, and (b) plan view. The lighter blue section in (b)
corresponds to the shadowed portion of the probe.
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is given by





In all cases d⊥ = 0.3mm.
Materially the probes were designed within the same engineering constraints as the
standard MAST-U Langmuir probe tip. All are made from pyrolitic graphite oriented down
the long axis of the probe and all have a large thermal reservoir set back from the plasma
facing tip to allow for higher operating heat fluxes. All probes are electrically isolated from
each other by a ceramic pin holder, and shadowed from plasma exposure by a graphite shell
around the whole assembly.
4.2 Experiment on Magnum-PSI
The MAST-U probe tip is well designed to mitigate problems with interpretation, but
has yet to be experimentally tested. An experiment has therefore been carried out with
twofold objectives: (a) confirm that the angled-tip design of the MAST-U Langmuir probe
mitigates the issues caused by grazing angles of incidence, and (b) assess their performance
in different regions of plasma parameter space before the upcoming MAST-U experimental
campaign. Measurements were taken on the linear device Magnum-PSI at DIFFER, using
the DSF probe head, at a range of plasma parameters and magnetic field configurations.
Magnum-PSI is a linear plasma device utilising a cascaded arc plasma source to generate
stable plasmas [78] which emulate the high heat and particle fluxes expected in the ITER
divertor. The source can produce low temperature (1-10 eV), high density plasmas (> 1021
m−3) confined with superconducting magnets to a beam with a full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of ∼ 20mm. The position of the target can be adjusted along the central axis of
the beam (z), and rotated at angles to this axis (fig. 4.6). Density and temperature are
not control variables; the input parameters to the source (gas flow and current) and the
magnetic field are used in combination to produce different plasmas which are characterised
with a well established Thomson scattering (TS) system [79]. Peak densities were achieved
from 5 ×1018 m−3 up to ∼1 ×1021 m−3.
This experiment used the 4-probe array designed for use in the DSF, as described in
section 4.1.3. A specialised mounting assembly was designed and manufactured to hold
the DSF probe head in place against the Magnum ‘flat’ target holder. This target holder
is water cooled and could tilt the probes to a range of magnetic field incidence angles (θ).
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A piece of graphite foil (a thin, flexible graphite material) was inserted into the interface
between the graphite shell and the cooled target holder to improve the thermal conductivity
between the two surfaces.
The voltage sweep on the probes was a 100Hz triangle wave (see fig. 4.7) created by an
arbitrary function generator and amplified by a KEPCO 100-4M 100V bipolar operational
power supply. The current from the probes was measured using a dual-channel isolational
amplifier to observe the voltage drop across two separate shunt resistors. As such two
shots were required to get a full set of probe measurements for a given plasma. All of
these signals were then digitised by a National Instruments NI PXI-5105 digitiser, with the
voltage signal attenuated by a factor of 10 to be sampled by the digitiser’s 10V range. The
digitiser samples at different, configurable rates, but the sample rate used was generally a
minimum of 100kHz. The amplitude of the voltage sweep was configurable and therefore






Figure 4.6: (a) Experimental setup diagram showing relative location of probes and Thomson
scattering (TS) laser, and θ as the magnetic field incidence angle. r and z correspond to
the radial and axial coordinates used throughout. r follows Magnum-PSI convention and is
positive toward the bottom of the machine, with r = 0 being at the approximate TS laser
position. z = 0 at the TS laser position and is positive toward the probes. (b) Photograph
showing the divertor science facility probe array installed in Magnum-PSI with all probes
labelled.
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Figure 4.7: An example of the processed time-trace of the voltage (top) and current readouts
for the S (middle) and L (bottom) probes on a 0.8T hydrogen shot. The shots have been
divided into sweeps (shown as vertical dashed grey lines) and the up and down sweeps
demarcated by dotted and dashed line styles respectively. Individual IV characteristics were
later attained by averaging over both sweep-number and sweep-direction – see section 4.2.1.
ran from −100V to +10V, with the positive limit changed to capture more or less of the
electron saturation region as appropriate to avoid drawing large currents (> 1.5A). The
whole system was calibrated by scaling the voltage and current values outputted from the
digitiser to match the IV characteristic of a 100Ω resistor. This calibration is accurate to
∼ 10−3A.
A diagram of the experimental setup – with the relative positions of the probe array,
TS laser, and magnetic field – can be seen in fig. 4.6. The TS measurements are made at
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z = 0, and were used as a comparison to the Langmuir probe measurements. The probe
array was positioned perpendicular to the magnetic field and parallel to the radial profile
measured by the TS system. The probes were moved as close to the TS laser as was possible
without intercepting it. The probe holder was, as far as practically possible, aligned on the
mounting arm such that the axis of rotation for θ lay inside all probes in the probe array,
so as to minimise translation through the beam at different values of θ. Due to a tandem
experiment being run by the MAST-U coherence imaging spectrometer, the distance to the
TS laser was sometimes extended up to 200mm. Short exposures (5 seconds) were favoured
to limit the surface temperature of the graphite components and thus prevent thermionic
emission and carbon blooming.
Magnetic field incidence angle (θ) scans were performed, whereby all plasma parameters
were held fixed while the probes were tilted with respect to the magnetic field using
Magnum’s rotating target arm, thus altering only the magnetic field incidence angle to the
probe tip. This was conducted in the vein of Matthews et al.’s seminal work [47], and done
with the aim of investigating how the angled-tip design functioned with changing θ. θ is
defined as the angle between the magnetic field and the surrounding tile surface.
4.2.1 IV Characteristic Interpretation
Two shots were performed in Jsat mode (i.e. at a fixed voltage of -100V) to get a current
time series for Fourier analysis. High frequency harmonics were found at ∼52kHz (fig. 4.8),
so a low-pass Butterworth filter with a critical frequency of 45kHz was applied to all signals.
For all further shots the time trace was partitioned into individual voltage sweeps.
Sweeps not performed during steady-state plasma operation in the shot (i.e. when the
beam dump was fully out of the plasma and the source control parameters were constant,
see fig. 4.9) were then discarded. The remaining sweeps were used to give IV characteristics.
These were then sweep averaged – under the assumption that the plasma was steady state
throughout probe exposure – and sweep-direction averaged – to cancel capacitance effects.




values being averaged (fig. 4.10).
A novel combination of probe analysis techniques was employed to minimise temperature
overestimation when fitting the measured IV characteristics. The 3-stage fitting method,
developed on the MAST probe system[80], was used with the final step being replaced
by a goodness-of-fit minimisation algorithm. The 3-stage method involves first fitting a
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Figure 4.8: A frequency decomposition of a single bias (Jsat) shot for the S and L probe.
Harmonics can be seen at ∼52 kHz, with a low-pass filter applied with a critical frequency
at the position delineated by the black line.
straight line to the saturation region of the IV curve. The definition of the start of the ion
saturation region was decided by eye for each set of shots, but the final fit parameters were
not particularly sensitive to this value. The straight line is then interpolated to generate
a starting value for Isat. A second fit is then performed to the whole IV (below Vf ) but
with Isat held fixed to the value obtained from the first fit, in order to get initial values for
the other three parameters. Finally a full, freely varying 4-parameter fit is carried out to
get final fitting values and uncertainties, with the parameters from the second fit used as
starting parameters.
In this analysis the final fit was replaced by a series of fits extending beyond the floating
potential by varied amounts, and returning the minimum from these fits according to a
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Figure 4.9: (Top) Examples of the trimming used to determine whether a particular sweep
was performed during the steady-state section of the shot, or when the beam-dump was up
or moving back into the plasma beam. The grey shows the minimum current value for each
sweep – analogous to the ion saturation current and therefore proportional to density. The
coloured segment denotes the sweeps performed during the steady-state part of the shot,
determined by being 2 standard deviations from the median value of minimum current. A
spike can be seen in the L probe around sweep 50, which is an arcing event. The sweep
in this case was discarded. (Bottom) An example IV characteristic from the steady-state
section of the shot, taken using the L probe (left) and the R probe (right).
goodness-of-fit parameter. This goodness-of-fit parameter was set to one of two options: (a)
the product of Te and δTe (uncertainty on Te), or (b) the product of Te, δTe and |χ2ν − 1|
where χ2ν is the reduced χ
2 statistic of the fit. Parameter (a) was used in the majority of
cases, unless it was found that prioritising pure temperature minimisation was producing
an unphysical fit. All fitting was performed using non-linear least squares using the python
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Figure 4.10: (above) An example of a sweep-averaged IV characteristic (red) on the S
probe overlaid atop the individual current/voltage measurements for all sweeps during
the steady-state section of a particular shot. (below) The distribution of current values
about the mean for a particular value of voltage (in this case V = 95V). The distribution is
roughly Gaussian (overlaid in red), justifying the use of the standard error to denote the
uncertainty on a given current value.
package flopter[81].
Bergmann’s 4-parameter model with Child-Langmuir scaling [24] was selected as the IV
characteristic model of choice, as using a 4-parameter fit is well-established in reducing the
overestimation of extracted temperatures[69], and Bergmann’s model is the most physically
justified.
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Figure 4.11: Example IV characteristics (θ = 2◦) with a fit using Bergmann’s 4-parameter
IV overlaid for the L (left) and S (right) probes. The fit was achieved using a modified
version of the 3-stage method developed on MAST[80].
The model is given by
I
Ii,sat
= 1 + a|V |
3




where I is the measured current, Ii,sat is the ion saturation current, Vp and Vfl are the
probe and floating potentials respectively. The sheath expansion parameter, with inclusion
of gaps [53], was utilised when calculating a value of a for both initial fitting parameters
and later comparison (eq. (2.62)). The values for frontal and lateral sheath expansion on
the probes, c1 and c2, were set to 0.9 and 0.6 respectively, as per Murphy-Sugrue’s findings
for flush-mounted probes with gaps[53].
Densities were calculated from the fitted parameters using the definition of ion saturation
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current (eq. (2.50)) but generalised to ions of any charge
Isat = nseZecsAeff (4.8)
where cs is the ion sound speed (as described in section 2.2.2, eq. (2.25)), and Aeff is the
effective collection area of the probe. nse in this case is the sheath edge density and thus
must by multiplied be a factor of 0.5 to compare to the bulk ne as measured by the TS.
The collection area for each of the DSF probe tips were outlined earlier in this chapter in
section 4.1.2. An example of an IV characteristic with an overlaid 4-parameter fit can be
seen in fig. 4.11.
For density calculations, it was assumed that Te = Ti, as suggested by recent collective
TS results on Magnum-PSI [82]. This was previously found to be the case in the MAST
divertor[39], providing justification for the comparison to expected MAST-U divertor
conditions. Although Magnum-PSI plasmas would be expected to be more quiescent than
fluctuation-prone tokamak plasmas, fluctuations within the MAST-U divertor are expected
to be detectable (and therefore removable) by the probe system when operating in swept
mode.
In certain shots, generally with lower temperatures, the knee of the IV characteristic was
visible, allowing a measurement of Φ to be taken. This was performed by calculating the
gradient of the IV characteristic, using the python package numpy[83], and returning the
voltage at the maximum value. This value of Φ can then be combined with the measured
Vfl value and used, with eq. (2.39), to calculate an estimate for Te.
4.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the new, angled-tip design, in use on MAST-U Langmuir probes,
intended to mitigate sheath expansion effects and make IV characteristics easier to interpret.
850 of these probes are arrayed throughout the PFCs in MAST-U. There is also a 4-probe
array with a set of similarly shaped probe tips mounted on the DSF in the lower divertor,
which allows the same local plasma to be interrogated by probes with varied collection
areas. To verify whether this new angled-tip design works as expected, an experiment has
been carried out on Magnum-PSI using the DSF probe head. The angle of magnetic field
incidence was controlled using a target manipulator arm and probe measurements then
compared to TS measurements made close to the probe surfaces. A novel IV-interpretation
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technique has been developed, based upon the 3-stage method previously used on the
MAST Langmuir probe system, utilising the Bergmann 4-parameter fit. Results from this
experiment are presented in chapter 6.
Chapter 5





Flush-mounted probes, and the dynamics of the sheath around their tips, have been the
subject of detailed computational study. As such, models have been produced to express
how the sheath expands as a function of angle of magnetic field incidence. As the MAST-U
angled-tip design departs from these models in two significant ways – surface angling and
recession – it would therefore be prudent to investigate how these departures affect the
expansion of the sheath.
5.2 Updating for the MAST-U Probe Design
Bergmann’s simulations in [24] and [38], as well as Murphy-Sugrue’s subsequent extension
[53], model the sheath as a rectangular box. The box expands with increasingly negative
voltage in both the frontal and lateral directions, i.e. both parallel and perpendicular to
the probe surface normal. The way this box expands with voltage is therefore described
by the form of the sheath thickness voltage-scaling, and the geometry of the sheath in an
expanded and unexpanded form.
Assuming that the sheath scaling has the same functional relationship on V and θ as
found by Bergmann, the same logic can be employed to build a similar model of the sheath
around a recessed, angled-tip probe. The best choice of sheath shape is not immediately
clear, so two treatments are proposed with different approximations: a rotated rectangular
sheath and a parallelogrammatic sheath.
5.2.1 Rotated Rectangular Sheath
The sheath in this case is treated as a rotated rectangle which expands, as before, normal to
the probe surface (∆ – frontal expansion) and parallel to the surface (δ – lateral expansion).
A schematic drawing of the sheath, defining the parameters of interest, can be seen in
fig. 5.1. This shape of the probe is characterised by four key parameters: the angle of the
probe tip to the horizontal plane (θp), the depth of the recession of the leading edge (d⊥),
the probe length (L) and the size of the leading gap (g). The sheath shape is therefore
similarly controlled by these parameters.
Following the derivation in [24] and [53], we first write down the ion current to a floating
probe, assuming all ions that come into contact with the sheath perimeter are collected.
We can arrive at this via eq. (2.50). This expression is not as straight forward as in the
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case of a flush-mounted probe, in which the collection area was taken to be the probe area
projected along the magnetic field. In the 2D case this is given by
I0 = enecs(L+ g) sin θ (5.1)
where the part of interest is (L+ g) sin θ – the collection length per unit width in this 2D
case (the projected collection area in a 3D case). For the angled-tip, recessed probe with a
rotated rectangular sheath, this collection length L0 becomes
L0 = Lexp,0 sin θtot (5.2)
where θtot = |θ|+ |θp| and Lexp,0 is the exposed sheath extent – analogous to the exposed




− d⊥ − g tan θ
sin θp + tan θ cos θp






There is now therefore an introduced dependency on ∆0, which comes about from the
angling of sheath expansion relative to the floating walls either side, and therefore disappears
as θp → 0. In truth this is a dependence on ∆w, but this will be discussed later.
Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram of the setup for the rotated rectangular sheath. The
collection length of the 2D probe at floating potential (L0) and the effective collection
length at some negative potential (Leff ) are also labelled.
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We can also calculate the general form of ion current (Ii) to the probe, due to the
expanded sheath at some voltage more negative than the floating potential (|V | > 0), as
the current with the voltage-dependent effective collection length Leff (see fig. 5.1). This
is given by
Leff = Lexp,0 sin θtot + δ sin θtot + (∆−∆0) cos θtot (5.4)
where δ is assumed to be equal on both sides of the probe.







δ sin θtot + (∆−∆0) cos θtot
Lexp,0 sin θtot
. (5.5)
Both δ and ∆ −∆0 are proportional to |V |
3
4 , so we can substitute in the expressions of













Comparing this to the ion contribution in the assumed form of the IV characteristic equation
eq. (2.59), we arrive at a new expression for the sheath expansion parameter
aRR =





where the subscript RR denotes the rotated rectangular sheath.
This expression is equivalent to Bergmann’s expression for a flush probe, but with
θ → θ+θp and L→ Lexp,0. The latter of these substitutions introduces ∆0 as a dependency,
so for this to have any kind of predictive power then an expression for ∆0 must be obtained.
This was not a problem in earlier derivations of sheath expansion parameters as the setup
of the sheath shape allowed ∆0 to be cancelled.
5.2.2 A Parallelogrammatic Sheath
An alternative formulation for the sheath shape is to assume that the frontal sheath still
expands vertically into the plasma, as in the case of the fully flush probe. This is not
necessarily the case for a real angled-tip probe but, as will be seen later, may yet provide
a useful approximation to the more realistic behaviour outlined in section 5.2.1. The
schematic for the parallelogrammatic sheath can be seen in fig. 5.2.
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As before, we proceed by finding an expression for the ion current to the floating probe.
Both the probe and wall sheath surfaces are simply shifted upwards by ∆0 when compared
to the calculation of the MAST-U probe projected area from eq. (4.1) in chapter 4, meaning
that
L0 = Lexp sin θtot
= L[sin θ + cos θ tan θp] + g sin θ − d⊥ cos θ
(5.8)
where all values are the same as the previous derivation. Similarly, the effective collection
area can be expressed as
Leff = (L+ 2δ)[sin θ + cos θ tan θp] + (g − δ) sin θ + [(∆−∆0)− δ tan θp − d⊥] cos θ
= L0 + δ[sin θ + cos θ tan θp] + (∆−∆0) cos θ.
(5.9)
We therefore arrive at a sheath expansion parameter by comparing the ratio of these
quantities, substituting in the proportionality relationships and comparing to the assumed
form of the ion branch of the IV characteristic. The assumption that the proportionality
relationships still hold for a sheath expanding in the manner we have set up may not hold
d⊥
g L
Figure 5.2: A schematic diagram of the setup for the parallelogrammatic sheath. In this
case the sheath expands in the same direction as the sheath in front of the floating wall.
The collection length of the 2D probe at floating potential (L0) and the effective collection
length at some negative potential (Leff ) are labelled.
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Figure 5.3: (left) Plot of predicted sheath expansion parameters from several different
analytical forms. L and g were set to be 300λD and 60λD respectively with θp set to the
MAST-U value of 10◦. Bergmann’s[38] values for c1 = 0.5 and c2 = 0.6 were used. ∆0
in the case of the rotated rectangular sheath parameter was set to 0. (right) Shows the
effect of different (constant) values ∆0 on the profile of aRR, with aP drawn in black for
comparison. Even for very large ∆0 the change is essentially negligible when θp = 10.0
◦.
well at large θp but will likely suffice for the MAST-U case. We therefore have
aP =
c1[sin θ + cos θ tan θp] + c2 cos θ




This expression has no dependence on ∆0.
Both the new expressions for the sheath expansion parameter (eqs. (5.7) and (5.10))
reduce to Murphy-Sugrue’s expression when θp and d⊥ are set to 0, and therefore Bergmann’s
rectangular sheath when g = 0. It is not clear however what the coefficients c1 and c2 should
be as the angling of the probe tip and the recession of the leading edge may change the
scaling of the frontal and lateral expansion. The values of c1 and c2 can be approximated
from a decomposition of ‘measured’ a values at different θ. These will be gained through
simulations.
The different sheath expansion parameters are plotted in fig. 5.3 with MAST-U-like
probe parameters and Bergmann’s values for c1 and c2. aRR has been plotted, with ∆0 = 0,
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and predicts much less sheath expansion than the other parameters at small angles. aRR has
also been plotted with a range of ∆0 and it is found that the change in profile is very small,
even for the largest, and probably unrealistic, ∆0 = 120λD. It is arguable therefore that for
the MAST-U probes with θp = 10
◦, the contributions from the ∆0 terms are negligible and
can safely be ignored.
5.3 The Simulation Model
The particle-in-cell code SPICE, as described in chapter 3, was used to carry out simulations
of Langmuir probes with MAST-U-like design parameters and in MAST-U-like conditions.
SPICE was operated in scenario 1, wherein particles are injected from the top of the
simulation window, the probe and walls are situated along the bottom of the domain, and
both sides of the domain are periodic. Both a flush-mounted probe tip (θp = 0
◦) and a
recessed, angled probe tip (θp = 10
◦) were simulated, with length, gap size and recession
depth set to the MAST-U probe values. The probe and plasma parameters used as inputs
to the simulations are listed in table 5.1. A schematic of the simulation domain for each
probe can be seen in fig. 5.4.
The simulations ran for a total of 4 tz,trav (eq. (3.32)). The simulation was found to
saturate at around 2 tz,trav. The potential of the probe object was then swept from -15.0
V̂ to +5 V̂ over the remaining 2 tz,trav. The current collected by the probe at each voltage
step was stored and thus an IV characteristic could be extracted.
For simulations of both flush and angled-tip probes, the simulation window width was
Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram showing simulation windows for the flush (left) and angled-
tip probes (right) at θ = 10◦. The grey rectangles constitute the fore- and rear-walls, which
were set to floating and fixed potentials in separate simulations. The length of the rear-wall


















d⊥ 0 λD 18 λD
Lz 232 λD 232 λD
Ly 570-1200 λD 570-1900 λD
(b) Probe parameters
Table 5.1: Input parameters for the 2D simulations of flush-mounted and angled-tip probes.
Ranges of Lz and Ly denote the co-varying of the simulation window that took place to
ensure the probes were not self-shadowing.
Figure 5.5: An example subset of simulated IV characteristics for the flush (left) and
angled-tip (right) probes surrounded by a floating wall.
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co-varied with angle so as to include the entirety of the shadow cast by the probe’s sheath
within the simulation domain and avoid probe self-shadowing. The greater vertical extent
of the angled-tip probe required a concomitantly larger window width.
5.4 Results and Discussion
The IV characteristics extracted from the simulations of the flush and angled probes can
be seen in fig. 5.5 for a subset of the range of simulated angles. The IV characteristics
were fitted using two different fit functions (see fig. 5.6). The first fit function was the
4-parameter model devised by Bergmann (eq. (2.59)). Here the method of fitting was
performed in two variations, a ‘straight’ fit to the IV characteristic below the floating
potential, and a multi-fitting approach as employed on Magnum-PSI (see section 4.2.1).
The second fit function was the ion contribution to this IV characteristic, i.e.
Ii
I0
= 1 + a|V |
3
4 . (5.11)
Figure 5.6: An example subset of fitted IV characteristics for the flush probe at a range
of θ. Two fits are shown: a straight line fit to the ion current against V 3/4 (left), and a
‘straight’ 4-parameter fit (using eq. (2.59)) to the total current characteristic below the
floating potential (right).
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Figure 5.7: The sheath expansion parameters extracted from the ion current of simulated
flush-mounted and angled-tip, recessed probes. The predicted curves, using Murphy-Sugrue’s
and Bergmann’s expressions for a flush probe, are overlaid.
SPICE allows the separate collection of ion and electron currents to the probe, so the
separated ion current can be fitted with eq. (5.11). In practice this is simpler to carry
out by fitting a straight line to a plot of |V |
3
4 vs. Ii. This gives two separate methods of
obtaining Isat and a.
5.4.1 Sheath Expansion Parameter Coefficients
The extracted a values from the ion current fits can be seen in fig. 5.7. Both the flush-
mounted probe and the angled-tip probe show the expected monotonically increasing
behaviour. The flush probe shows inexact agreement with the predicted models of Murphy-
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Sugrue and Bergmann, implying that the coefficients c1 and c2 require adjustment for
these simulation parameters. The angled-tip probe sees consistently lower sheath expansion
parameters, as predicted by both the parallelogrammatic and rotated rectangular sheaths.
Figure 5.8: Decomposition plots of the sheath expansion parameters extracted from the
lower resolution simulations. Decomposition for aRR (bottom) and aP (top) are shown,
revealing similar values for c1 and c2 in the flush-mounted case, but differing values for the
angled-tip case.
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The coefficients c1 and c2 can now be extracted for these sheath expansion parameter
profiles. This process, termed decomposition, involves plotting the numerator of the sheath
expansion parameter against the denominator multiplied by the measured value of a. A
linear fit to the resulting straight line can be used to determine c1 and c2. In the case of
aRR, ∆0 was set to 0.
The decompositions for the lower resolution simulations can be seen in fig. 5.8. The
decomposition of aRR and aP for a flush-mounted probe, i.e. with d⊥ = θp = 0, reduces to
the Murphy-Sugrue model. As such these decompositions found exactly the same values of
c1 = 2.6 and c2 = 0.53 for the flush-mounted probe.
For the angled-tip probe, decomposition shows a fairly clear straight line indicating
that the models are correctly predicting the measured sheath expansion. The obtained
coefficients are different for each of the sheath models, with the rotated rectangular sheath
model finding c1 = 2.3 and c2 = 0.55, and the parallelogrammatic model finding c1 = 2.8
and c2 = −0.063. A difference in these values is not unexpected given the differences in
expansion direction of the sheath relative to the magnetic field in each model.
We can compare these coefficients to the values found by Bergmann and Murphy-Sugrue.
For both models the flush-mounted probe frontal sheath expansion coefficient (c2) was
found to be ∼ 0.5, which is in line with the three previous computational studies. The
obtained c1 values however, are much larger than the previous values found by Bergmann
and Murphy-Sugrue, implying the contribution to the current collection from the lateral
sheath expansion is much greater than previously thought, possibly due to the different
plasma parameters. For the angled-tip probe, c2 was found to stay at approximately 0.5 for
the rotated rectangular sheath model, but reduced to -0.063 for the parallelogrammatic
sheath model. This value being negative is surprising, as it implies that the sheath is
contracting in the frontal direction as θ → 0. This is possibly a result of changing the
direction of sheath expansion by assuming a parallelogrammatic sheath. In both cases
c1 stayed approximately the same and indeed still much larger than previously measured
values.
5.4.2 The Effects of Wall Potential
As the walls of a tokamak are not always floating, and indeed in the case of MAST-U the
walls are grounded, it would be informative to investigate the effect of changing the wall
potential on probe measurements. Simulations were run with the wall set to an additional
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Figure 5.9: IV characteristics for the flush-mounted probe, with voltage corrected to the
floating potential, for different wall potentials. Two different incidence angles – 6.0◦ (left)
and 16.0◦ (right) – show increased saturation current at lower wall potential, indicating a
larger probe collection area.
fixed potential (Vw = 0 e/kBTe). With the addition of the previous set of simulations, in
which the wall was floating, two wall potentials were simulated overall. Another angle scan
was performed at this lower wall potential and for both sets of probe tips.
The ion branch of the IV characteristics for the two wall potentials, at two different
angles, can be seen in fig. 5.9. There is a clear increase in current collected by both probes
for the Vw = 0 case, which becomes more pronounced as θ → 0. This is most likely caused
by an increase in effective collection area as the sheath shrinks due to lower potential,
allowing portions of the probe previously shadowed by the sheath to be exposed to plasma.
This can therefore be expressed as a correction to the effective collection length of the
probe, in both the flush and angled-tip case, of the form
L
′
0 = L0 + (∆0 −∆w) cos θ (5.12)
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Figure 5.10: The synthetic density measurements, calculated from simulated ion current
characteristics, are shown for both probe tips. The flush-mounted probe sees increased
overestimation of the density at higher wall potential, especially pronounced at small θ,
due to unaccounted-for probe collection area.
where L
′
0 is the corrected collection length and ∆w is the sheath thickness in front of the
wall at some wall potential Vw. (∆0 −∆w) cos θ is the difference in sheath thickness from
the floating case projected along the magnetic field. This effect therefore disappears when
the wall is floating. To correct for this effect then, ∆0 −∆w must be known.
This increase in collection area, if not accounted for, could lead to an overestimation
of density when analysing probe data for a probe in the presence of a floating wall. This
overestimation will also become more pronounced as θ → 0 and the proportion of the
collection area made up of the wall sheath contraction increases. This is illustrated in the
densities synthetically measured by the simulated probes, whereby a large overestimation
of density can be seen if evaluated without correcting the collection area with ∆0−∆w (see
fig. 5.10). Note that these densities were calculated with γi = 2 substituted into cs. The
probe simulations with the floating wall should be free of any overestimation due to this
effect, and we see density values closer to n0 in that case for both probes for θ > 5. There
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Figure 5.11: The reduction in sheath width from the floating case is plotted (above) as a
function of θ. The sheath appears to increase in thickness down as θ → 0. The additional
area from this sheath thickness is then used to correct the synthetic density measurements
(below).
is however increasing overestimation as θ → 0 for the reduced wall potential simulations.
If we assume that the probes in the floating wall simulations are not receiving any
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Figure 5.12: (left) Graph showing the comparison between expected and simulated Îi,sat
for both probes. A clear reduction compared to the expected current, calculated from
plasma input parameters, is seen. (right) Graph showing the difference between expected
and simulated collection length (L0) for both probes. The discrepancy in collection length
appears to peak between 10− 20◦ before inflecting.
additional current, they are therefore only comprised of current flowing to the probe through
a collection length L0. Thus, as per eq. (5.12), by subtracting this unmodified Isat away
from the Isat of a probe with non-floating wall potential at the same θ, we can gain a
measure of ∆0−∆w. In fig. 5.11 we can see this performed for both the flush and angled-tip
probes. Both probes and wall potentials see increasing ∆0 −∆w up to θ = 8, with both
probes finding a maximum sheath thickness of just over ∼ 1ρL.
This sheath thickness can therefore be used to correct for the additional collection area,
thus removing the density overestimation due to this effect (see lower graphs in fig. 5.11).
For both probes, the floating wall case appears to increasingly underestimate density
with decreasing θ. This implies that the expression for collection area (eq. (5.3)) is not fully
capturing the collection area being simulated (see fig. 5.12). Both the simulated Ii,sat and
L0 values show agreement with the expected values at θ = 30
◦, but show a decreasing and
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Figure 5.13: Graph showing the reduction in sheath width from the floating case, plotted
as a function of
|Vfl|3/4√
sin θ
. Assuming it follows the form Bergmann derived[38], a straight-line
fit reveals the constant of proportionality for the sheath thickness scaling. A consistent
value of c = 2.1 is found between the two probes, but the curve is offset and not clearly
straight in the case of the angled-tip probe.
subsequently increasing profile down to θ = 5◦. There is an issue[84] with small θ SPICE
simulations which is known to affect current which may be causing some discrepancy with
the measured Ii,sat values, but this would not be expected to have such a large effect. There
is currently no other explanation for this phenomenon.
In this particular investigation Vw = 0 i.e. the same as the sheath edge potential. The
wall sheath is therefore likely to be very small, reducing ∆0 −∆w to a measurement of the
variation of ∆0 with θ. This is, of course, under the assumption that all of the additional
collection area is due to the sheath in front of the wall, i.e. that all other effects are
encapsulated in our expression for L0. We could assume that ∆0 behaves similarly to ∆1




therefore been decomposed (see fig. 5.13) to obtain a value for this coefficient (termed
c). The value of floating potential at each θ was taken as the mean wall potential from
the floating wall simulations. Across both probes we see a consistent value of c = 2.1,
however this may be dubious as the profile does not appear to be fully straight in the
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case of the angled probe. Both decompositions also have a y-offset, which indicates that
∆w(V = 0) 6= 0. It would be future work to better characterise this sheath thickness by
running more simulations for a greater range of plasma conditions and seeing how the
measured ∆0 −∆w changes.
As this technique does not require the advantages of PIC simulation analysis to perform
– it simply requires current measurements taken at the same density – it could therefore be
used to measure the sheath contraction of a non-floating wall in front of any real Langmuir
probe. A new type of probe could therefore be designed to take advantage of this effect
and directly measure the sheath thickness. This could be implemented through having
a separately biased front wall to adjust the size of the sheath shadowing in front of the
probe. This may provide a method of experimentally verifying the sheath thickness scaling
in eqs. (2.57) and (2.58).
5.5 Summary
This work was carried out with the aim of predicting the behaviour of MAST-U angled-tip
Langmuir probes in order to assist in their analysis during operation.
By first building a simple geometrical model of the sheath, akin to those developed for
purely flush probes, simulations were able to be used to create a predictive expression for
the amount of current collected due to sheath expansion. Two models were presented with
different approximations for the expansion of the sheath. The first is a rotated rectangular
sheath which expands parallel and perpendicular to the probe surface normal, and as such
has a dependency on ∆0 due to the difference in sheath height between the wall and the
probe. The second model was a parallelogrammatic sheath that avoids needing to know
the exact height of the sheath at floating potential at the expense of exactness.
Simulations were run for a range of angles and the sheath expansion parameters analysed
to obtain the coefficients of each of these sheath expansion models. Different values were
found for the flush-mounted probe and the MAST-U-like angled-tip probe, with the latter
being found at a value of c1 = 2.3 and c2 = 0.55 for the rotated rectangular sheath model.
This can potentially now be used to predict a value of a for MAST-U Langmuir probe
interpretation. This could be done by substituting values directly in to eq. (5.7) to either
get an initial value for fitting routines or to subtract off the sheath expansion contribution
to current and then use a 3-parameter fit.
The effects of wall potential were also investigated. Density measurements at wall
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potentials less than floating were found to underestimate compared to the specified plasma
density n0, with an underestimation of collection area due to the change in wall sheath
thickness being the cause. A method for inferring this change in sheath thickness was
presented, thereby allowing the collection area to be corrected and more accurate density
measurements to take place. A model, based on Bergmann’s scaling, was fit to this measured
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Declaration
Figures 6.3 to 6.6 and the accompanying discussion have previously been published in the
author’s paper[85].
6.1 Introduction
A probe tip has been designed, based on the successful designs employed on JET and
DIII-D, for use in the divertor of the MAST-U tokamak at CCFE. An experiment has
therefore been carried out with twofold objectives: (a) confirm that the angled-tip design
of the probes mitigates the issues caused by grazing angles of incidence, and (b) assess
their performance in different regions of plasma parameter space before the MAST-U
experimental campaign. Measurements were taken on the linear device Magnum-PSI at
DIFFER, using a 4-probe array with MAST-U-style tips, at a range of plasma parameters
and magnetic field configurations. The description of the setup of this experiment and the
analysis methods implemented can be found in chapter 4. The results of the experiment
are presented here, as well as a discussion on the consequences for the interpretation of
Langmuir probes in MAST-U.
6.2 Magnum Plasmas
For the experiment, multiple parameter scans were performed that fall into four categories:
(a) an axial scan, (b) incidence angle scans, (c) a density scan, (d) a detachment study (see
fig. 4.6 definitions of coordinates scanned over). All plasmas measured were either hydrogen
or helium, at B-fields ranging between 0.8T and 1.5T (see fig. 6.1).
Hydrogen plasmas were widely used as this provides the most similar plasma – in terms
of ion charge and mass – to the deuterium plasmas used in MAST-U. Deuterium was
not chosen because of high cost. Helium plasmas were also used to broaden the range of
plasma parameters (chiefly ne), thereby improving the performance assessment aspect of
the experiment. The magnetic field was initially set to 0.8T, as this is the upper end of
expected magnetic field strength on MAST-U, but this upper limit was relaxed following
a preliminary experiment (see Appendix B) due to the limits placed on temperature by
the Magnum source at MAST-U-relevant magnetic field strengths. Additional magnetic
field strengths of 1.2T and 1.5T were therefore used. The permutations of magnetic field
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Figure 6.1: Plot of the temperature-density space explored broken down by species and
magnetic field strength. Hydrogen plasmas are in solid blue and helium plasmas in hollow
red, with 0.8T, 1.2T and 1.5T denoted by circles (◦), squares (), and triangles (4)
respectively. The highest peak temperatures (∼10 eV) were achievable using helium at
stronger magnetic fields.
strength and plasma species thereby constitute the different scenarios of plasmas measured.
There was some variation within each of these scenarios, as the Magnum source input
parameters (source current, source position, and species gas flow) could be adjusted to fine-
tune the resultant electron temperature and density. This fine-tuning was generally done
to maximise temperature in each scenario, unless otherwise stated, before a measurement
took place.
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Figure 6.2: Typical Thomson scattering profiles for electron density (left) and temperature
(right) for a 0.8T hydrogen shot. Approximate probe locations within this profile are
overlaid as vertical lines.
6.3 Results and Discussion
Measurements were made with all four probes, the approximate relative positions of which
can be seen in fig. 6.2. The TS values used in analysis are taken as the linearly interpolated
value on the TS profile at the approximate radial probe location. In general the S and
L were located most centrally and had the greatest signal-to-noise ratio, so these will be
discussed in detail. The R and B probes were limited to taking measurements of the wings
of the plasma in all shots, and therefore generally collected little current and suffered from
low signal-to-noise ratios. This made the IV characteristics much more challenging to
interpret, so these probes were excluded from detailed analysis.
6.3.1 Axial Scan
The distance of the probes from the Thomson scattering profile was not constant in all
cases, so an axial-scan (along the beam axis) was used to measure the axial density and
temperature profiles.
The profile width was not expected to change along the beam axis, but a reduction in
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Figure 6.3: Results of the axial-scan, i.e. the probe measurements taken along the Magnum-
PSI beam axis. The top and bottom rows show Te and ne respectively, with (a) being
Thomson scattering profiles, (b) and (c) being the fit parameters from the S and L
probes’ IVs respectively. The dotted lines and associated bounds indicate the interpolated
Thomson scattering measurement at the position of the S (red) and L (blue) probes and
the corresponding uncertainty. The different probe measurements show axial density and
temperature profiles with opposite trends, implying that the probes are translating through
the radial beam profile with increased z. An estimate of Te gained from measuring the
plasma potential from the knee of the IV characteristics is also overlaid.
temperature with distance from the source is expected as energy is radiated away according
to particle time-of-flight. The results from this axial scan can be seen in fig. 6.3. The
L and S probes measured higher temperatures and lower densities compared to those
measured by the TS. This is not unexpected as overestimation of temperature is a common
occurrence for Langmuir probe measurements in fusion-relevant plasmas, especially at
the low temperatures measured by the TS of ∼ 1 − 1.5 eV at the location of the probe
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measurements. The density measured by the S probe was also in better agreement with
the TS measurements than that measured by the L probe.
The S probe sees a decrease of density towards the source whereas the L probe sees
an increase. This may be explained by the arm the probes were mounted to not being
strictly aligned with the beam (z) axis, and so ‘drooping’ downwards when extended to
reach smaller z. This translates the probes radially through the beam (in the negative
radial direction on the TS profiles on (a) in fig. 6.3), pushing the more central S probe out
towards the wings, and the L probe closer to the centre.
The temperature profiles show opposite profiles to the density however, with the S probe
increasing in temperature as density decreases, and the L probe decreasing in temperature
towards the source as the density increases. We would expect the temperature to increase
as we approach the source, and it may be that this increase in temperature is enough to
counterbalance the small decrease in temperature from moving the probe outwards through
the radial profile. The larger temperatures on the L probe however, are likely to be the
probe measurements drastically overestimating in the very low temperature and low density
plasmas at the wings of the profile. This is therefore evidence that the probe system used
has an operational density floor of ∼ 7× 1017 m−3 and a temperature floor of ∼ 1 eV. This
does not necessarily imply the same for the MAST-U probe system however, due to the
difference in electronics and sweep waveform used.
For comparison, an estimate of Te was calculated from each IV characteristic using the
equation for the floating potential. The floating potential is an output fit parameter, and at
these plasma parameters the knee was visible in the electron region of the IV characteristics
so Φ could be directly measured. As such eq. (2.39) can be rearranged and, with the
appropriate mass substituted in, an estimate of Te can be gained. This estimate is not
usually considered very accurate[37], but in this case provided a value which showed better
agreement with the values measured by the TS.
As most shots were performed between z = 100− 200, which has a broadly flat density
and temperature profile, no axial profile corrections were necessary.
6.3.2 Angle Scans
All angle scans covered the range 0 ≤ θ ≤ 10◦ (as is expected to be the case in the
majority of MAST-U plasmas) in 1◦ increments. An angle scan was taken at each different
combination of magnetic field strength and plasma species, except for 1.5T helium due to
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Figure 6.4: Results of the scan over magnetic field incidence angle for the 0.8T hydrogen
plasma. The IV characteristics for the L and S probes are shown.
concerns about the peak heat flux.
Let us first examine the hydrogen plasma at 0.8T as this is the magnetic field regime
most relevant to MAST-U. The set of IV characteristics can be seen in fig. 6.4. Both L
and S probes measured higher temperatures and lower densities when compared to TS
measurements. The temperature was greater by a factor of 1 - 4 depending on probe, and
the density was lower by a factor of 1 - 8. Density shows good agreement with the TS
in some cases, for example on the L probe at larger θ in the 0.8T hydrogen plasma scan.
The IV characteristics were also found to either fully saturate, or have very low levels of
non-saturation, even at small θ, implying that the design is effectively mitigating sheath
expansion effects. In general the S probe seemed to perform better than the L probe when
compared to the TS measurements. It is unclear why this would be, as sheath expansion
effects should be greater, and therefore more interfering, for the smaller probe where the
proportion of the collection area made up of the vertical sheath extent is greater. The
inferred temperatures, densities and fitted sheath expansion parameters as a function of
incidence angle can be seen in fig. 6.5. There were two notable trends.
Firstly, the density measurements still have a strong θ dependence, with the difference
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Figure 6.5: The measured plasma parameters for the L (blue) and S (red) probes at each
value of θ in the 0.8T hydrogen plasma. Te is temperature, ne is electron density, and a is
the sheath expansion parameter as per eq. (2.59), and Ii,sat is the ion saturation current.
The interpolated TS values at each probe’s approximate radial position are overlaid for ne.
Both the Bergmann-Murphy-Sugrue (eq. (2.62)) and rotated rectangular (eq. (5.7)) models
for sheath expansion are overlaid on the sheath expansion plot, which were calculated using
the mean Te,TS and ne,TS for each probe.
between the TS and the Langmuir probes increasing with decreasing θ. The Thomson
scattering measurements did record a slight change in density at smaller θ, but this was
not large enough to explain this behaviour. This implies that the calculation of Acoll, i.e.
the geometric area of the unshadowed probe tip projected along the magnetic field, does
not accurately describe the probe’s actual Acoll at small θ. This supports the findings
of synthetic density measurements from particle-in-cell simulations in section 5.4.2 (see
fig. 5.11).
Secondly, the fitted sheath expansion parameter does not agree with the analytical
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value provided by Bergmann and Murphy-Sugrue – this is seen across both probes, but
is particularly prevalent at larger θ. The analytical value was calculated from eq. (2.62)
as a function of θ and using the mean TS Te and ne for each probe. In the case of the S
probe the sheath expansion parameter is almost an order of magnitude larger than the
analytical value at θ = 10. The S and L probes follow the same rough increasing trend
as the analytical case but do not show asymptotic behaviour around θ = 0. This lack of
asymptotic behaviour therefore suggests that the angled tip probe is successfully eliminating
the strong θ dependence at grazing angles of incidence and that the design appears to be
working as intended, but further experimental confirmation – with a non-angled flush probe
in the same conditions – would be needed to confirm that the design is working.
As an additional point, the model (eq. (2.62)) is therefore ineffective at predicting the
sheath size for the angled probe tip. This is not unexpected, as the theory describes a
completely flush probe and does not take into account angling the tip or shadowing the
leading edge. A comparison is therefore made to aRR — the sheath expansion parameter for
a rotated rectangular sheath on an angled-tip probe as derived in chapter 5. The measured
values for the coefficients c1 and c2 were used. It appears to be in good agreement with the
flatter trend of the measured a profile, showing a slight increase at small θ but avoiding
the asymptotic behaviour of eq. (2.62). However, it is still smaller in absolute terms by an
order of magnitude, the reason for which is not well understood.
6.3.3 Density Scan
The results from the density scan, performed in order to test the MAST-U Langmuir probe
tip’s operational parameter space, can be seen in fig. 6.6. Measurements were taken with
the S and L probes at two angles, θ = 8◦ and θ = 10◦ , in plasma densities ranging from
1× 1019 - 2× 1020.




did show some dependence on both electron density and θ. The temperature ratio for the S
probe at θ = 8◦ is roughly constant at ∼ 1 across most densities. At θ = 10◦ the same is
true, except at very high densities where the ratio starts to increase i.e. the Langmuir probes
are measuring a much larger Te than the TS. At the lowest densities (9× 1018 - 2× 1019)
and at both angles the Te measured by the S probe is also larger than TS measurements
by up to 50%. For the L probe however there is a much higher temperature measurement
ratio for most densities, which for θ = 8◦ reduces at higher densities. However for θ = 10◦,
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Figure 6.6: The temperature overestimation factor plotted as a function of TS density at
probe radial position, for the S (triangles) and L (squares) probes at θ = 8◦ (empty) and
θ = 10◦ (filled). The shots at θ = 10 on both probes show increasing overestimation of
temperature at high densities.
the ratio is much larger throughout and becomes greater at the highest densities, increasing
up to 6 times greater than the interpolated TS value at the probe position. This is an
unexpected result as sheath expansion should affect temperature overestimation less at
larger angles. The only difference in configuration between the 8◦ and 10◦ cases is that the
1mm height difference between the fore- and rear-wall is not enough to shadow the rear
wall leading edge for θ > 8.1◦. There is therefore an exposed leading edge in the 10◦ case
which could be sputtering impurities into the plasma around the probes and interfering
with the current collection. This would suggest that θ > 8◦ is an upper limit on the reliable
operational range for the L probe, although similar density scan measurements made at
a greater range of angles would be required to conclude this definitively. The L probe is
installed throughout the MAST-U divertor, but an upper limit of θ = 8◦ would only prevent
measurements being made at the very outer probe locations for conventional and Super-X
plasma configurations.
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Figure 6.7: The results of the detachment study using probes S and L in a 1.5T hydrogen
plasma at θ = 8◦. A flux rollover can be seen in both the probe and TS density data, with
the later TS rollover peak implying a moving detachment front along the beam.
6.3.4 Detachment Study
A study of the probes’ performance in a detached scenario was also performed, by scanning
over increasing neutral density in front of the target. This was achieved by first lowering
the pumping speed (the first three measurements) and then by puffing increasing quantities
of hydrogen at the target. The results of this study can be seen in fig. 6.7.
Firstly, a peak is visible in the measurements of density for both the TS and probe
measurements. The position of the peak is different for the two probe measurements
however, with the L probe density dropping immediately with increasing pressure while
the S probe measurements show a delayed peak at ∼ 1mTorr. The TS, both at the L
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and S probe positions appears to peak at 2mTorr. This implies a moving detachment
front that travels first from the outside toward the centre of the beam at the target and
then rapidly away from the target towards the TS position ∼ 200mm. This implication is
supported by the fact that the probe density measurements show better agreement with
the TS measurements at low neutral pressure.
The saturation current density Jsat and the parallel heat flux q‖ are also plotted, in the
latter case calculated with γ = 7. Jsat shows a similar rollover to the density measurements,
with a slightly earlier peak on the S probe than seen in the density measurements. It is
still clear that the L probe, measuring in the wings of the beam, sees a decrease before
the S probe. The heat flux measurements show a significant drop with increasing pressure,
but does not decrease completely to 0. We are therefore not looking at full detachment,
only the beginning stages. This constitutes evidence therefore that the MAST-U Langmuir
probe system can feasibly detect the onset of detachment at the target.
We can see a decrease in temperature, measured by both the probes and the TS as neutral
pressure is increased. In a departure from the lower magnetic field measurements, the probes
in this case appear to be underestimating the temperature compared to the TS measurements,
or in agreement with TS in the case of low pressure L probe measurements. As neutral
pressure is increased this underestimation shrinks and then becomes an overestimation.
The underestimation compared to the TS measurements is curious as the opposite is usually
true when taking measurements in magnetised plasmas – as borne out by the measurements
taken at lower magnetic field. This is likely a compounding effect of taking measurements
in higher magnetic field and with higher temperature. Though the magnetic field would not
be this high on MAST-U, this is nevertheless a regime relevant to MAST-U measurements
if we look at the magnetisation parameter for the range of densities. We find that ξ > 10
for all measurements, so we are still in the partially magnetised regime and therefore would
expect magnetised probe theory to still be relevant. The temperature measurements are
therefore likely correct to within the same degree of accuracy as previous measurements at
lower B-field. This result therefore implies the existence of a strong temperature gradient
between the probes and the TS position which is reduced as the neutral pressure increases
and the detachment front moves upstream.
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6.4 Summary
An experiment has been carried out on Magnum-PSI at DIFFER to both verify the MAST-U
probe’s angled tip design and to study how it performs within typical conditions expected
in the MAST-U divertor.
Results have shown that density measurements decrease with decreasing θ when com-
pared to the TS measurements. This implies that there remains dependence on magnetic
field incidence angle after accounting for projected collection area, and therefore that the
effective collection area is being overestimated at small θ.
Further to this, the flat profile of the measured sheath expansion parameters implies that
sheath expansion is being mitigated successfully at small θ, although additional comparisons
to FMP measurements would be needed to confirm this. This is in contrast to the predicted
values from Bergmann and Murphy-Sugrue’s models for a flush-mounted probe, which still
predict asymptotic behaviour as θ → 0. The measured values show better agreement with
the sheath expansion parameter derived for a rotated rectangular sheath, though are still
larger than predicted values by an order of magnitude.
The operational range has been evaluated in terms of temperature measurement com-
pared to the TS system on Magnum-PSI. Results have shown inconsistencies at the upper
end of the expected magnetic field incidence angles in MAST-U (10◦), with measured tem-
peratures being up to 6 times greater than the TS compared to an equivalent 8◦ case. This
therefore appears to be an upper limit on reliable temperature measurement, particularly at
high densities (1× 1020) and low temperatures (1eV), but this should be confirmed through
further measurements at a greater range of angles.
The MAST-U Langmuir probe design has therefore been successfully verified to be
working as intended and the probe system will be able to accurately measure temperatures
at the small angles of magnetic field incidence expected in the MAST-U divertor. A similar
comparison is planned between the Langmuir probes and divertor Thomson scattering
systems on MAST-U to confirm these findings.
Chapter 7




In this thesis, a body of work characterising and verifying the performance the MAST-U
angled-tip probe design has been presented. This has been carried out through both
computational means – in the form of particle-in-cell simulations – and experimental means
– in the form of a series of B-field incidence angle scans and density scans on the linear
plasma device Magnum-PSI.
Two re-derivations of Bergmann’s sheath expansion parameter were presented with two
alternative assumptions of the 2D sheath shape around an angled tip probe: a rotated
rectangle and a parallelogram. Both take into account the angle of the probe tip θp and
the depth of the recession of the leading edge of the probe dperp. The rotated rectangular
model also requires a small correction for the difference in height caused by rotating the
sheath, and so has a small dependence on ∆0 – the sheath size at floating potential.
Simulations were performed on the 2D3V particle-in-cell code SPICE of both a flush-
mounted probe and an angled-tip probe with MAST-U-like length, gapsize and plasma
parameters. This was done to gain values for the coefficients in the sheath expansion models,
and to investigate the effect of changing the wall potential in front of the probe. For the
rotated-rectangular sheath model, the coefficients were found to be c1 = 2.6 and c2 = 0.53
for the flush-mounted probe, showing agreement with Bergmann and Murphy-Sugrue in
the latter but not in the former. The coefficients for the angled-tip probe were found to be
c1 = 2.3 and c2 = 0.55. With these values, the level of sheath expansion for some given
plasma parameters can now be predicted. Such predictions of a could be used in MAST-U
probe analysis techniques to either provide initial parameters to fitting functions or to
subtract off the predicted sheath expansion contribution to the ion current, allowing a
3-parameter model to be used instead.
The investigation of the fore-wall potential revealed that an additional current manifests
at Vw < Vfl which must be accounted for to assure accurate density measurements. This
current is caused by an increase in collection area which scales with ∆0−∆w. A method for
directly measuring this value was presented, allowing the synthetic density measurements
to be properly corrected for in this simulated case. This method of current subtraction
could also be used experimentally to either account for the difference in collection area at a
specific Vw or to directly measure the sheath size in front of the wall.
Experimental measurements were also performed on the Magnum-PSI linear device
at DIFFER. Incidence angle scans and density scans were carried out to assess probe
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performance in conditions relevant to expected MAST-U operational space. This was done
using a 4-probe array from the MAST-U divertor science facility with 4 MAST-U-like
angled-tip probes.
The angular dependence measurements, for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 10◦, showed higher temperatures
and lower densities than those measured by the Magnum-PSI Thomson scattering (TS)
system. Some probes showed good agreement with the TS density measurements at larger
θ, but there existed some angular dependency which was not accounted for by the projected
area calculations, leading to decreased ne measurements with decreasing θ. The measured
values of sheath expansion parameter a showed a flat profile at small θ when compared
with the predicted values from the Bergmann-Murphy-Sugrue model, which is asymptotic
around θ = 0. This therefore constitutes evidence that the probe design is successfully
mitigating sheath expansion at small angles. The measured values of a showed better
agreement with the rotated rectangular sheath model aRR, but were consistently larger by
a factor of 5, implying some gap in the theory.
The density scan measurements, for 1× 1019 ≤ ne ≤ 2× 1020, showed similarly higher
temperatures on the probe measurements than the TS measurements. This effect was found
to be dependent on the density, with overestimation growing with increasing density. The
probe angle was also found to have an effect, with measurements at 8◦ showing significantly
lower temperatures compared to measurements taken at 10◦ in equivalent density plasmas.
These angles correspond to measurements taken with the vertical face of the rear tile
exposed to plasma (θ = 10◦) or effectively shadowed (θ = 8◦), with the transition occurring
at ∼ 8.1◦. This therefore potentially points to an operational upper limit on MAST-U
probe measurements of θ = 8◦, though further experimental evidence at a wider range of
angles would be needed to confirm this.
7.2 Future Work
There are several suggestions and unanswered questions that were beyond the remit of this
body of work, but nevertheless deserve mention as possible areas of future investigation.
The experimental measurements raise several questions, notably how best to account
for the remaining θ dependency in the measurements of ne. This could quite neatly be
addressed through a similar analysis of MAST-U probe data at a range of angles in similar
plasma conditions. This density dependence could then be investigated more thoroughly,
and answer the question of whether it points to a larger issue with estimating probe
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collection area at small θ. Similarly, the operational range limitation would benefit from
being reproduced at a greater range of angles to see whether the hypothesis of an exposed
leading edge on the rear tile has merit.
The cause for the order of magnitude difference between prediction and measurement for
the sheath expansion parameter is an open question. Even when using the improved model
of sheath expansion for an angled-tip probe, the measured value is still larger by a factor of
5. This implies that something is missing from the formulation of the sheath expansion
parameter as described by Bergmann. It has been suggested[86] that an alternative form of
IV characteristic could be used that takes into account the 3D expansion of the sheath, which
could prove an interesting avenue of investigation. This would require 3D simulations that
could feasibly be run on the fully 3D version of SPICE given enough time and computational
resource.
Finally, a method was demonstrated that could be used to directly measure the sheath
size of the wall in front of the probe. The computational usage of this technique in this
thesis was limited, so it could be future work to run this same analysis at a range of plasma
conditions and in so doing derive a better general expression for ∆0. It would also be
of great interest to conduct this technique experimentally. This could be done by two
measurements on a single probe in identical plasma conditions – Magnum-PSI, or any other
linear device with strict control over θ, would be an option. Alternatively a new design
of probe could be forthcoming wherein two probes, situated closely together, akin to the
DSF probe tip, take measurements in the same plasma with two separate, independently
biasable fore-wall sections to control Vw. Either of these approaches would constitute a
method of directly measuring the sheath height and therefore experimentally verifying the




Climate Change and the Role of
Fusion
At the time of writing, economies comprising 50% of the world’s GDP are now committed
to reducing their net carbon emissions to zero by 2050 or before. Therefore, it stands to
reason that the expected growth in energy demand, as well as the eventual replacement
of existing high carbon energy supply, will be fulfilled by low carbon sources to avoid the
worst effects of climate change.
Predicting the exact makeup of the energy mix that will meet this demand is therefore
of great interest. Most sources[87, 88], including fossil fuel company British Petroleum[89],
project that renewable sources (e.g. solar photovoltaics (PV) and wind turbines) will make
up a majority of the global energy mix by 2050. The Committee on Climate Change in the
UK projects that a 78% renewables fraction is “desirable”, and even a “cautious” approach
would result in a share of only 60%[90]. This is largely based on a dramatic fall in the
price of renewables in recent years, with the levelised cost of energy (LCOE) falling to
∼50$/MWh for large solar PV, 56$/MWh for onshore wind and 92$/MWh for offshore
wind, assuming the upper end of each range [88]. For comparison, the lowest estimate of
the LCOE of new-build nuclear is 120$/MWh.
It would be wise then to assume that renewables will constitute a high fraction of
the grid by the latter half of this century. This will drastically change grid structure,
and the other low carbon sources filling the remainder of supply will likely have to fit
around the intermittent nature of renewable generation. Currently the available options
are nuclear fission and natural gas with carbon capture and storage – however other as-
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Table A.1: Various advantages and disadvantages of fusion relative to other low carbon
energy sources. From [4].
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yet-undemonstrated technologies should also be included: nuclear fusion, 4th generation
nuclear fission, advanced geothermal, and fission-fusion hybrid devices. A recent paper[4],
coauthored by the author of this thesis, discusses the relative advantages and disadvantages




A preliminary experiment was performed a year in advance of the full set of experiments
and Magnum-PSI. Its aim was to test the functionality of the equipment and to uncover
any unforeseen difficulties in the experimental plan. Three problems were discovered and
either remedied or mitigated:
1. Design of the DSF probe head. The “pin-holder”, i.e. the two-part piece of
insulating material beneath the exterior graphite shell which isolates each probe from
both the graphite shell and the other probes, was made of a material which proved
to be unsuitable. High-temperature polyether ether ketone (PEEK) was originally
chosen for the purpose as it had been used successfully several times on MAST, but
was unfit for two reasons: (a) the unaccounted-for higher linear thermal expansion
coefficient than the other graphite components, and (b) an insufficiently high melting
temperature for Magnum-PSI experimental conditions. Due to (a), the PEEK pin
holder expanded and pressed against the outer graphite shell during an initial vacuum
bake, causing the graphite shell to break into three pieces. While the probe head was
still able to be held together, this breakage likely significantly reduced the thermal
conductivity of the pyrolytic graphite during the experiment which, along with (b),
contributed to problems with (2).
2. The operating temperature of the probe head and mount assembly. Partly
due to (1), and partly due to the presence of a leading edge between the DSF probe
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head and the mounting assembly, the surface temperature of the graphite regularly
exceeded 1800◦C when measured using the Magnum-PSI infrared camera. This surface
temperature was high enough that the temperature of the pin holder exceeded the
melting point of PEEK and caused partially melted PEEK to flow into the gaps
between the probes and the cracks of the graphite shell. This surface temperature
was also high enough that we would expect to see the graphite shell ‘bloom’ i.e.
release large quantities of carbon into the plasma – this was born out by an enhanced
methane line on the spectrometer. The PEEK that flowed between the probes was
exposed to plasma and, whether by burning or being sputtered with graphite, became
electrically conductive and shorted two of the four probes – rendering them unusable
for the remainder of the experiment.
3. Magnum source limitations The experiment planned to explore MAST-U relevant
plasmas and thus limited the range of magnetic fields to those achievable on MAST-U:
0.5-0.8T. It was discovered however that the Magnum source has issues creating low
density (1 × 1018-1 × 1019 m−3) and high temperature plasmas (> 5 eV) at those
magnetic fields. Plasmas with higher density (1× 1020 m−3) were possible but came
at the expense of lowering the peak temperature (∼ 0.5eV – significantly lower than
optimal operating temperature for LPs of ∼ 5 eV).
The solution to (1) was to redesign the pin holder with an alternative material choice.
A high temperature, machinable ceramic was chosen. This also partially solved (2) as
the graphite shell would not break upon vacuum baking, improving thermal conductivity
and therefore cooling capacity. Before the main experiment, the leading edge between the
mounting assembly and the probe head was removed by filing down an edge on the mount
so that the probe head sat lower compared to the mount. This successfully lowered the
surface temperature of the probes and prevented blooming. To solve (3), the limits placed
on the magnetic field were relaxed so as to access higher temperature regimes where the
probes would be expected to measure temperature more accurately.
Despite these issues a series of measurements was able to be performed using the L and
S probes in a study of detachment, where at a fixed probe position and plasma state the
neutral pressure of the plasma was increased – to investigate both the plasma response and
the sensitivity of the probes to that response. The results show similar findings to those
presented in section 6.3.4.
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